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All my beet work warrante·!.

(Jetting E{g5

H.P.JONES,

When Prkes are

High.

The breeder who is in the business
for eggs should aim to have a portion
Deutiet,
of his flock laying iu the fall and early,
MAINE.
winter when top prices prevail. Many
NORWAY.
think that the only way to accomplish
Office Hour·—9 to 14—1 to 4.
this is by means of early pullets, but
while this is undoubtedly the surest
r. SMITH.
source to depend upon—if one has good
luck with the earlier hatches—with
Attorney at Law,
proper care gratifying results may oftenMAINE.
NORWAY,
times be obtained from the older fowls.
a
Collections
Specialty.
Home Block.
For instance, there are the biddies
that have reared chickens earlier in the
Λ PARK.
season.
Having enjoyed the advantage
of a long period of comparative ease,
Attorneys at Law,
will
usually continue to lay for
they
some weeks after their sisters who have
MAINS,
IS ETHEL,
beeu favored with no such vacation,
KUery C. Park.
lillior s Herrlck.
shut down for the long autumn rest.
They should be marked in some manner,
KIUHT Λ WHEELER,
aud their condition carefully noted when
the time for disposing of surplus stock
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, arrives. Some hens, too, in which the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
laying quality is especially well developed, will continue to lay until nearly
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jamee S. Wright.
destitute of feathers, and precautions
thould be taken against letting them go
&
J. H.
too early.
T'iey may be distinguished
usually by a bright appearance of the
CIVIL ENUINEEKS AND SURVEYORS.
lead and comb, coupled with a good
35 High Street, South Paris, Maine.
ippetite and a disposition to forage the
Telephone 111-13.
»ntire day.
Then there may be some birds that
Map· and Plans made to order.
If they
ivere hatched late last season.
of
and
tlmberlanile
of
the
maps
pocket
M.tp·
lid not get to laying uutil along in the
each county for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
winter, it stands to reason that they are
>till quite fresh, and with a little coaxng may be kept to work longer than
jirds that began several months earlier
Iu fact, much as we disη the season.
ike bothering with late-hatched chicks,
Me.
Main
St., Norway,
14
Λβ have oftcu felt well repaid for all the
.rouble they have cost us, when they go
;o shelling out the egge in the liveliest
wssible fashion at a time when the renainder of our flock was completely
>ut of the running.
Yet another contingent of layers may
>e secured for the dull season from the
>irds that pass au early moult. These
ihould be separated from the rest as
Lead
of
All Kinds
Pipe Repairing,
ioon as they begin to get their new
and Iron.
eatliers, unless it is possible to let the
whole flock run at large, and served
T«l«i>hon· 134-11.
•egularly with a uutritious diet, includng plenty of meat and green stuff. We
is
>ay separated from the rest, for there
J. WALDO
tendency in moulting fowls to stand
iround inactive, aud if the more advanc
id birds are allowed to mingle with
hose yet in the earlier stages of the
jrocess, it will be all the more difficult
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
ο rid them of this habit so fatal to the
production of eggs. They should not
NORWAY.
Connection.
Telephone
>e fed too heavily with mash, but made
ο exercise by throwing leaves or other
^CLUSTER'S
itter in the ruu aud scattering their
;rain in this. A considerable period is
fountain Tea
îecessary to recuperate the vital forces
A list M*ÎIoine for Ba»y Poo pi·.
ven after the new coat has fully appear(iol.oa Heatûi tad Receded Vigor.
h1; but it may be materially shortened
A st>eoi:lo for Constipation. In luwtion. I.lre
utI KlJn·-ν Troubles. Piuiples, Kczema, Impure ay such care and attentions as we have
liloo.1, I: nl Breath. Slugic'sh 1Ιο«τ··Ν. H-wlai-h·* iescribed.
tta<I Hackao'.ie. It's R·.nky Mountain Tea in tab·
It will be seen, therefore, that by a
Oeuuin·* made by
U t form. îv." oeut-4 a box.
little extra effort a considerable laying
HoLMJTLR l>wo Company, Niiilison, Wis.
OOLOZN NJ'JGETS FOR rALL0W PEOPLE force may be got together, independent
jf the pullets, for the fall and winter
months. Even heas with decidedly objectionable features should be retained,
if they promise well, for at the ex
irbitantly high prices obtainable, a single litter means a tidy profit. But look
undesirable specimens
jut for these
when the breeding season arrives. The
♦ecret is. to get the best possibilities
>f the flock by themselves, and then
:oncentrate one's efforts upon them in
the way of the best of care and feed.
What has been said of the fowls may
be applied in a large tueasuro to the pullets. As fall draws near pick out the
sarliest and most promising from the
laying standpoint, and place by themselves. You will be surprised to see
bow special care and feed will hurry
them along the road to maturity; and
these cannot bfe given advantageously so
South Paris, Maine.
ong as they are running with a large
lîock. It is not advisable to put hens
»nd pullets together, as the former are
ikely to tyrannize over the younger
birds. Also avoid having many young
cockerels running with either hens or
Portland Division.
pullets, especially if they are producing
ggs.—John L. Woodbury, York Co., in
Kl KMT CLASS Κ Λ UK fl.OO.
VI ai υ e Farmer.
sTATKKoo.ns $ : .00.
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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Nuggets

Roci.y

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

y.

"Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days only at 7 >'. u.,
for Boston.

Steamships

notuiulug
Union Wharf, Boetoa,
only, at 7 p.m., for Porclaud.

Leave

days

Through tickets
railroad stations.

Freight

rates

as

on

sale at

week

principal

low as other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, ie insured agaiust tire and marine risk.
J. F LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

A Reliable

Remedy

CATARRH
is
Ones

Yearly

Balm

absorbed.
Relief at One·.

It cleans**, soothes,
heak and protects
the diseased iue;u.
l>nuie resulting from Catarrh and drives
Restore.*
a\v.»y a Cold iu the Head quickly.
the Senses of Taste aud SiuelL Full *i2tmail.
50 cts. at Druggists or by
Liquid
fv>r use iu atomizers 75 cts.
Crwuu
El ν Brothers, ."(i V.'arren Street, New York.

DON'T LOOK

Cost of a Cow.

Mucli iuterest has been aroused in the
jast year or two un the cost of keeping a
iairy cow for a full year. This interest
îas beeu intensified in tbe East by the
ligli prices of pain that bave prevailed
>f late. The average coat of grain feeds
u New England has increased more than
It is
>0 per ceut in tbe past live years.
jecoming a serious question with many
whether dairying can be made profitable
it present prices, unless the feed used
:an be
mainly produced ou tbe farm.
I'here are many factors entering into tbe
;oet of keeping a cow, and unless careful
iccounts are kept with tbe herd some of
;he*e are apt to be overlooked. For tbe
>ast two years the writer has been keepwith the
iiK a debit aud credit account
iertl that

FOR

Ely'squickCream
ly

comes

under bin management,

with the view of kuowiug what it costs
:o produce a high grade miik from purejred stock. With tbe possible exception
Λ the labor the berd is managed under
itrictly busiuess principles. The foed is
nainly bought at wholesale an*) the hay
ind silage are charged to the herd at
•uch a price as will just cover the cost
>f production. The cost of the fodders
ind bedding produced is got at by keepui; a close account with each of the
leading crops grown. The average cost
shown
[>er C'iw for tbe past two years is
Grain feeds,
in these followiug items:

?2t»00; coarse fodders, $24.51; bedding,
?0 VI; soiling crops, $2 42; veterinary
tervice· and incidentals, $2 SI ; pasture,
Λ) weeks at 30 cents, $0; total $08 14
With the exception of the veterinary

the cost charges are pracas they would uee<i to
be on almost any well managed dairy
farm. Our grain ration is perhaps somewhat larger than would be used by some
Wbeii you are troubled with your eve».
breeders of grade stock, but as much of
Have your eyes examined by
jur income is from tbe sales of stock it
well
DU. PAR H ENTER,
pays us to keep the animals looking
and in g< od health. We always plan to
have soiling crops available from tbe
tirst of July until about the first of October, and this adds somewhat to tbe cost
over what it would be with first class
Come Here.
pastures. Our item for pasture feeds
Consult He.
covers from May 10 to October 1, and
the charge per week is low bt-vause the
Norway, Me.
pastures are rough and wooded. The
expense for bedding is somewhat heavier
making
than it would need to be on many farms,
Suit's mam'* State.
E3V^2Ti>nninth
is we use bedding freely and buy a good
illustrated catalog <<f b-irijLecerr
--:·'
many baled shaviugs. If we were to cut
mailrtl/rr^ ; wt
suite
·ΐρ#|
CO..
out the item for veterinary service and
E. A. STROUT
ray a.a. tare.
lawd Fm 0-kn. »W.I« St.AM-U.k cut the item for bedding in half tbe total
coat for the year would still be $04, without including any charge for labor.
Tbe item of labor varies so much according to tbe price paid and tbe amount
of care given tbe berd tbat it is impossiTHU
MB
ble for one persor to give a labor charge
tbat would be of much use to another.
Where fancy atock is kept and a fancy
wi™
product is made ihe cost will seem excessive to tbe common run of dairymen.
If reasonably good care is taken of the
herd three men will care for 50 head
during the winter, where 30 to 35 are
milking, and an average of two men will
be needed for tbe same herd in the sumIf we reckon the cost of these
mer.
AMD ALL THROAT À WD LUNG TWOUBLES.
men at 540 per month without board,
herd of 50 of all ages on
QUARiNTUO 8ATI8PACZ0BT and estimate a
tbe basis of 40 mature cows, the labor
OB MOWtT BXFTODZD.
cost will be $30 per cow for the year.
This means that a cow must produce
2,500 quarts of milk per year, worth
of....
Kindt
We Do all
four cents a quart, before ahe will begin
to give much if any profit, where all the
items of feed, care and labor, are includJOB PRINTING.
ed io the cost of keep.—Chai. S. Phelps
Atwootf & ForfeM, Smith Parte. In Rural New Yorker.
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Wood Ashes.

On the greater part of the farms of
ι««
this country wood is the material used
as fuel.
Lucky is the man who has hie
wood lot and who is taking care of it.
Happy is the man who can go out and
cut hi· own wood on his own place and
does not have to depend on paying high
By TROY ALLISON.
price for coal; and then wood makes bo
much better fuel for farm use.
Copyrighted. 1908, by Associated ►
c
Every man who burns wood has a ^
Literary Press.
va uable by-product left which is eeldom
ywwwrv? ·
•ιντντντνΤ'Λννν
a
are
ualf taken cure of· Wood aahee
Young Conway Jabl>ed the oars Into,
valuable material for many things and
With the water viciously.
are bv all means worth saviug.
"If I can't have what 1 want." he
many houses there is a dump place for
ashes, aud they have been dumped there laid sullenly, "ΠΙ take what I can get.
for years, doing the land no good where
I'll ask her tonight."
they were dumped on, for lying on a
Little Miss Pennell held on to the
pile like that they do no good.
Wood ashes are a valuable fertilizer boat with both hands and gurgled defor many crops, and do some good to lightedly.
"Wlwt a humble, dogllke disposition
most all crops. The need for potash in
many crops makes them more valuable Is yours, Robert," she said admiringly.
others.
for
for some crops than
They "I'ui sure she will take you. She has
are worth saving and applying to the been
throwing herself at your head for
soil. Itonot dump them out all winter
«ix weeks."
and then in the spring haul them on
"Thauk heaven, women can never
the held, for the raius and weather will
nave the best part of them leached out. throw straight." he growled sullenly.
"Seems to me she 1ms done very
Save and care for the ashes as you
would for any other valuable material.
well." «aid Miss rennell flippantly. "If
down
ashes
the
I ha*e been keeping
you ask her tonight she surely will
cellar m barrels until I wanted to scat- have achieved her aim.
But I cau't
ter them on the land in the spring. In
say that you look a willing victim
this way we get the whole benefit. Or
should we not want to bother that
much we can get about as much good
from them if we scatter each time where
they would do some good. It does
some good to put some in the bon yard
where the chickens can have a good
time in dusting themselves, but in doing
this I always put under or near some
fruit tree so that after the hen has bad
her fun, then the apple tree will get
some good also.
Why not teach the
boy every time he empties the bucket
of ashes to scatter under a different
fruit tree in the orchard, and in this wa?
I
you will get much from them.
On the potato ground is a good place I
The potato is a vegetable
to put them.
which needs quite a lot of potash in the
is
♦oil, and that in the ashes from wood,
ι often have hauled in the field and
tered them, and note that it helps any
.rop. It does not make much showing
>n the corn crop, but later when the
land was put in oats we could see the
lifference, and could more see the wide
lifferenco when the land was put in
îlover still later.
Now during this winter is the season
to take care of the aehee and keep in the
Iry or scatter where they will do some
iood. I have had a furnace down cellar
ind had plenty of room, aod bo could
handily keep in barrels in the cellar as
Jasy as not, and this is the best way,
though if I were crowded for room, 1
would scatter as fast as made.
Iu scattering in the orchard do not
put too many in one place, but scatter
well, and do not put a pile up against
the tree, but scatter all under the tree
»nd all over the ground and it will go
nto the soil and get to the roots of the
trees and help in the making of the
HF. WAVED UF.K DOUBTS ASIDE WITH AM
fruit.
A lit Τ OESTCUE.
It is a good place to scatter a few over
the ground in the garden, for many of That growl of yours was perhaps in
the vegetables require potash and lime. accordance with your newly acquired
These two elements in the ashes are dogllke humility, but one couldn't exwhat makes it so valuable to the clover
cull It a yap of joy. Couldn't
too actly
®rop. The farmer of this country is
force one little ecstatic bark, Bobyou
of
in
allowing many
wasteful, especially
child?" she suggested coaxthe by-products which would make bie, ηφ'
waste. We can- ingly.
to
to
go
good fertilizer,
"I wonder why on earth I like you.
not afford to waste, and especially cannot afford to do so when it pertains to I've never been able to understand."
anything that will increase the fertility He pulled the boat up to the sand bank
r>f the soil. We need to save the ashes and held it while she stepped ashore.
and all matter that will make manure
"Am sorry I'm so unaccountably fasand put it in the soil where it will
cinating."
it
some good, and at the same time get
She shook the wrinkles from her
i>ut of the way where it otherwise would
inhe rubbish and filth. We thus get a rallied skirts ulrily aud started to
double gain—we clean up filth and make vestigate the one deserted hut that
things more sanitary, and increase our graced the tiny Island of sand and
soil in productive power.
rushes.
If you have been wasting ashes begin
"Upon my soul, it's a mystery." lie
now and save them, and increase the
took their lunch basket from the boat
of your farm.-E. J. Waterstripe
and followed moodily.
id Inland Farmer.
Miss Pennell turned aggrievedly.
"You have spoiled your lovely meta-

The DogHis Day.

scat^

do'

props

ι ο

ποια success.

Dogs have no souls."
Thirty years ago in a poor school- phor.
"Neither—so some philosopher has
house in a back district a boy at the
foot of the class unexpectedly spelled a argued—have women," he retorted.
"That philosopher had probably just
word that had passed down the entire
class.
been turned down emphatically by the
"Go up ahead." said the master, "and lady he wrote about. But e'en though
You can if you soulless I have an
iee that you stay there.
appetite. Would
work hard."
mind If we unpacked the basket
you
next
the
The boy hunt; his head. But
here and uow?"

and ate right
lav he did not miss a word in spelling.
Conway set the basket ou the sand
The brighter scholars knew every word
in the lesson, hoping there might be a and took out his pipe, while she spread
chance to get ahead. But there was not the napkins. "1 don't want anything—
Dave stayed at the bead, have no appetite." He puffed his briera single one.
lie had beeu an indifferent speller be- wood vigorously.
fore, but now he knew every word.
"But. Robert, you must brace the
"Dave, how do you get your lesson so inner man. Don't you remember you
well now?" said tbe master.
have an ordeal before you toulght? 1
"I learn every word in the lesson, and
should thiuk it would take some nerve
jet my mother to hear me at night, then
I go over them in the morning before ! to propose to Miss Stubbs. She's so—
And I go over them at er—almost fat." a|>ologetical!y. "that
come to school.
one would have to work his imaginamy seat before tbe class is called up."
"Good boy, Dave!" said the master. tion overtime to say to her the things
"That's tbe way to have success; always that the heroine of a romance is supwork that way and you'll do."
posed to relish."
Dave is to-day the manager of a big
"1 never did like skluuy women,"
lumber company, and he attributes his
start to these words:
She hastily swallowed her bit of
"Go up ahead, and see that you stay
sandu ii.li.
there. You can if you work bard."
"If you want to call aie little or
Success may come sometimes unexor anything decently polite"—
pectedly, but work alone can hold it.—

1 Jenesee

Courier.

petite

ber eyes were flashing—"! dou't object
to you expressing your opiuloii, but I
won't lliteu to anything so rude as
She shook ihe cruinh:<
•skinny.'"
fro::i her lap and walked toward the

Avoid the Pure Bred Scrub.
The steady increase in meat prices is
making the thinking farmer devote
more of his attention to live stock.
Whether this be dairy or beef cattle, water's edge.
•<)!i. liobert. the boat's untied!" she
«beep or hogs, no one can make a greatRailed.
er mistake than the man who is trying
"Thunder!" said Conway. springing
to improve bis Hock or herd by the use
[>f a sire that is low priced, purely bred,
to bis feet.
Purea
scrub.
time
same
but at the
They watched It helplessly as it
bred sires of good quality never sell for drifrel. The
girl at last sat down deft song, but the pure-bred scrub goes at a
low figure because of his inferior jectedly.
"I'll n<>t cet back In time to dress
characteristics. The
purchaser who
tries to save mouey by buying a cheap for the dance."
"You'll Ik* lucky If any one comes by
*ire usually finds his investment a dear
The object in purchas- in time to take us back tonight at all."
one in the end.
ing pure-bred is to receive certainty in he said forebodingly.
transmission that will lead to euperior
"In all my twenty-two years I've
rievelopmeut of the progeny, and this is never met with such vexation." She
likely tu be inferior when the sire is a dug the saiul into holes with the heel
pure-bred scrub. In selecting a sire tbe of Ikt small tan shoe.
aim should be to have the number of
"You at leapt have some cause for
go>>d qualities in proportion to tbe numIt's uot everybody that
ber of females with which he is to be gratitude.
mated. If improvement is to be expect- achieves such a ripe old age by calmed, avoid the pure-bred scrub.—Practi- ly peaceful paths."
cal Farmer.
Little Miss Penuell eyed him miser-

ably. "But It will soon be getting
Where the Profit Comes In.
dark. Robert. ai*l I am afraid out here
With a bunch of pigs on band and all alone."
with high priced corn as the best fat"Seenis that I should count for sometening ration, will feeding make us any
In the way of company," with
thing
money this season? Much depends upon
the make-up of those pigs. If they ■lightly more amiability.
"Oh, you!" she returned gloomily.
come from thrifty sows, and have the
capacity to turn feed into pork, they "But you will be so bud temi>cred l>ewill make some money for the owner. rause of Miss Stubbs. You were going
But if they lack that capacity, these fine to bave a tete-a-tete with her
tonight,
looking pigs may turn out very expen- you know."
sive feeders. This is a season when it
"That's all over now," he sighed.
will pay to cut out all boarders on tbe
"Over? Can't you ask her tomorfarm. You may find several right
among your best looking sboat·. It row?"
lie threw a pebble far out In the wawill pay to watch every animal. I believe in liberal feeding, but I do not like ter and waited to see It splash. "I'm
to pour feed into pigs unless I can see
going to ask you agalu," he said slowsome gain.
Keep the pigs going from ly, "and you will have to consider it
Turn out the kind of stuff that
now on.
this time—to keep those old cats at
gets top prices.—Tribune Farmer.
the hotel from saying things."
She drew a quick breath, and her
Few eggs may be expected from tbe
were mutinous.
bens that roost in tree tops, old sheds or eyes
"Let them talk. They have to talk
any place that tbey can find. Tbe pooltry bouse should be placed in a dry loca- about something. I certainly shall not
tion so that the fowls will not have to let their silly clatter force me into
wade in mud all winter. Damp houses matrimony."
are often responsible for roup and other
"But, Betty, 1 hate to have them say
diseases. Make the hens comfortable;
things. And I'm not such a bad chap"—
it pays.—Farm Journal.
"I know you're not," said Miss Pennell, fast becoming more excited and
No good business man abandons bis
"but they can talk—and talk! I
efforts because of ose dull season. He angry,
cultivates courage, confidence and per- Intended marrying you all along, but I
won't be forced into it"
sistence.—New England Farmer.

"What!" shouted Conway so loudly
that a lone bird perched on a nearby
grass stalk flapped its wings hur-

riedly.

She saw her false step and tried to
retrieve. "I meant—perhaps."
"Xo; you don't reulg," he said hap-

pily.

The shadows grew longer. He looked
at his watch In the fading light.
"Too bad. but I must take you back
In tliue for you to dross for the dance."
"IIow?" Incredulously.
ne waved her doubts aside with an
airy gesture. "The hero of this romance knows how to relieve the heroine In distress, my lovely lady. See
that hut?" dramatically. "Well, there
are four canoes sheltered In It."
Little Miss Pcnneîl dimpled appreciatively. "You dear!" she said.

PECULIAR ACCIDENTS.
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Vengeance, ι

of Life" Illustrated
8torios of Fall».
The "Irony of life" whs strikingly
Illustrated recently iu the news of a
rustic who slipped from η six barred
Kate and broke his neck and of an
Italian aeronaut who fell l.uOO feet
with his collapsed balloon with no
worse result than a spralm-d ankle.
A French woman. .Mine. Morel, and
her daughter, while climbing in the

Alps, near Zermatt. fell a distance of
1,2<K) feet, not much less than a quar
ter of a mile, and. although the mother
was killed ou the spot, her daughter
Mr.
escaped with a few bruises
Ν hymper, the famous mountaineer,
had a similarly miraculous deliverance
from what seemed to be certain death
when scaling the Matterborn. loosing
his footing, he fell from rock to rock
to the bottom of a precipitous gully.
100 yards in depth, only to recover bis

By FORBES DWIGHT.

^

5 CoprrlKhted. 1908, by Aasoclated Ρ
C
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^
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Cuyler stood at the gate watching the
nnicli decorated motor disappear down
the road in a cloud of dust, out of
which the white ribbons still fluttered
In flamboyant fashion.
The ground before him was white
with rice, while here and there a decrepit shoe, having done Its duty in
speeding the parting couple, lay in pathetic neglect, Its brief moment of popularity

In

"Irony

·αλαλαλαλαλαλλαλαλ*λαλαλα·

now over.

With a grim smile Cuyler turned on
his heel and made his way up the
gravel walk, past the groups of pretty,
laughing girls, each with its attendant
train of satellites.
On the wide veranda the orchestra
played lilting waltzes, to which apparently no one was listening, and near
by the bride's mother, a portly, rather
handsome woman, was talking gayly
with a solemn faced young man, whom
Cuyler recognized as the officiating rec-

tor.
"Where Is Elinor?" he asked as Mrs.
Trenholme turned to him with a welcoming smile which plainly Invited him
to join her.
"Elinor? Iteally, Fritz, I haven't the
leaet idea. Isn't she down there on the
lawn?"

Cuyler shook his head.
"She was standing beside me when
they entered tho motor," he explained,
"and after they had started I found she
feet with no worse damage than a had slipped away."
"I think," the rector Interposed, "I
badly cut head. Aud M. Parville. a
French writer, tells the story of an saw her going through the house a moICast Indian living in the island of ment ago. She went through the rear
Oghln who fell over a precipice 1.000 door, if I rememlter."
"Thank you," said Cuyler. lie enterfeet deep with no more serious con
sequence tha- a good shaking, his fall ed the hall, crossed to the door at the
being broken bj' the depse vegetation rear aud stepped out on the broad ve-

which grew at the foot of the cliff.
While climbing a waterworks tower
-40 feet high in Chicago a steeplejack dislodged a loose stone and was
precipitated to the ground from a
height of 175 feet, fprtunately striking telegraph wires forty feet above
the street and thus breaking his fall.

randa that commanded a fine view of
the hill's to the west.
Below him the formal gardens Οι
the terrace were cool and green and, to

spinal column was dislocated, and yet.
after a year sjkmiî in hospital. Woolcot
was restored to soundness of limb after surely the most terrible adventure
of which any man has lived to tell the
story.

But it Is in the history of ballooning
that one encounters the most remarkable cases of sensational drops from
the clouds. When Mr. Wise, a famous
aerouaut of the early nineteenth century. was once making an ascent his
balloon exploded at an altitude of 13.000 feet and began to drop swiftly to
the earth, more than a couple of
miles below. "The descent at first was
rapid." Mr. Wise writes, "and accoui
panied by a fearful moaning noise
caused by air rushing through the network and the gas escaping from above.

In another moment I felt a slight shock,
see what caused It.
1 discovered that the balloon wus canting over, being nicely doubled In, the
lower half Into the upper."
The balloou had. In fact, formed Itself Into a parachute and. oscillating
wildly, continued Its descent until it
struck the earth violently, throwing
the aeronaut ten yards out of the car
"The car had turned bottom upward,
and there I stood." says Mr. Wise,
"congratulating myself and the perspiration rolling down my forehead In
nrnfiiRlon."_St LoiiIh PosMJIsiiatch.

and, looking up to

A

Busy Family.

"Say, bub." said the book agent

an

barefooted boy, "1b your pa uround V"
1'a's out breaklu' lu a colt,"
was l he reply.
"Could 1 see your uia?"
"Nope. Ma's Jest took a walk to
break lu a uew pair of shoes."
"Is your big sister at houie?"
"Nope, l'ete I^iwsou fell over towu
an' busted bin leg, au' she's gone over
to break the news to his ma."
"Maybe I could see auother one of
u

"Nope.

your sisters."
"Nope. The other'H gone to town to
break a ten dollar bill."
"Well, 1 guess I'll have to talk to
your big brother, then. Will you call

him. please?"
He's breaklu' stone up at
"Can't.
the county Jail."
"Your folks seem to be pretty well
occupied," smiled the book agent.
"Maybe I could Interest you lu a big

gry.
He snt down again on the rustic
seat, drew out a cigarette and began
smoking furiously. When It was burned out he lighted another and then

another.
It was not until bis fourth cigarette
that a voice sounded faintly from the
little pond at the foot of the terrace.
"Fritz!" It called. "Oh, Fritz! You
may come now If you like!"
He hurried down the path. Elinoi
sat on the rail of the little boathouse
Her eyes were very red, and beside he
lay a tiny bit of lace, crumpled and
very wet.

"Elinor," he said contritely, "1 didn't
make it any harder for you.

trying"—
"Listen," she Interrupted.

was

I

"I came

'down here to have α last grand orgy
of feelings all by my lonesome. Whatever tears I have for Margaret I wanted to sheil once for all, and that'·
what I've done. I—I had to shed them
because—because—what you've
now,
Just said, you know—makes It—makes
It—oh, Fritz, dou't you see?"
The manner in which be sprang to
her side told very plaiuly that he did
see.

"And now," she said rather breatha moment later, "we'd better go
up to the house and tell them how
I've got square with Margaret."

lessly

A DRAMATIC CLIMAX.
Effect of On· Woman'· Pathetic Ey··
Upon a Jury.
James T. Brady, who was one of
New York's greatest lawyers, was one·

counsel for a young woman in a case
an attempt to break a will.
His client sat by his side. She was
ii very Iteautiful young woman, whose
eyes seemed always to rivet the attention of those upon whom her glance

Involving

one

of the most torching and beautiful of
nil the addresses he ever made in court
jpoke of the blessings which every one
who had an appreciation of beautiful things and could see them enjoyed
nul dwelt for some moments upon the

tiappy

lot of the jury who could see
the budding of the flowers—it was
then springtime—and the charms of
nature. Then, suddenly turning to his
client, he said, "That blesslug is denied
my client, for, though she has eyes

"tklij tïikm how i'vt: nor syuAKK with

λΙΛΚΟΑΒΕΓ."
disappointment, apparently deserted.
Lighting a cigarette, be descended
tbe broad steps and sauntered leisurely
along tbe path that led dowu the ter
bis

race.

He bad proceeded no great distance
when from behlud a clump of bay tree
he caught the flash of a white dress.
He tossed the cigarette away and
turned from the path. Behind the barrier of bay trt'es was a rustic seat. and.
sitting very straight ou this seat, her
hands clasped and her eyes a most
suspicious red, was Eleanor Tren
holme. Cuyler was beside her in an Instant.

"Well, well," he said lightly, yet not
without a certain touch of gentlenes;;

In bis voice, "this is rank desertion. It
will never do in the world. Aren't you
going to ask me to be seated?"
"I came here to be alone," she said
doubtfully. "I'm not sure that I want
you here Just now."
But nevertheless she moved over and
made room for him beside her. Cuyler
at once took tbe seat, looking at her
searchlngly meanwhile.
"You shouldn't feel about it the way
you do," he cblded gravely.
"And how do you think I feel?" she

UilUIIVllgt-U.

Cuyler

looked aj her again. "Rather
up, I fancy." he replied.
"You are wrong. I ain uot cut up, as
you choose to call It, only—only"—
"Only what?" said he.
"Of course he's perfectly splendid,"
she said slowly, "and I am awfully
proud of him, just as we all are, butbut somehow I can't help being selQsh.
I can't bear the Idea of giving up Margaret to him. We've always been together. she and 1, and—and—oh, well.
I'm selfish, that's all there is to It."
Cuyler saw something glistening in
her eyes. A tear coursed slowly down
her cheek and hung in ridiculous fashIon on the point of her chin. She
brushed It away almost savagely.
"You see." Cuyler declared. "I was
sure you would feel this way about It.
That was why I came out here to find

you."

"I'm not sure how I

feel al»out It

myself yet." said she.

"Oh. 1 can make a good guess." lu»
replied. "You are very glad that she h
to be happy, and yet there Is a little
book bargain."
nehe In your heart that you can't deny,
"Not me, mister," replied the boy.
try as you will to do so. There Is a:i
"That feller cumin' over the hill called end to
something, just what you can't
me squint eyed yesterday, an' I'll soon
definitely decide, but something has
I
be so busy breakin' his bead that
gone out of your life. Of that you are
won't have no time to talk to you."— certain. Isn't that It?"
Judge's Library.
"Yes. That is just It. How did you
No Wonder 8h· Didn't Know.
Before he had been in the car three
minutes most of the women passengers
and some of the men were explalulng
to their neighbors what they would do
with the little imp If he belonged to
them. Spanking was the popular remedy, and If that boy had received then
and there all the paddllngs that his
erlth-8 were aching to administer he
surely would have been well blistered.
To tbe general babel of advice and
fault ending, however, there was one
woman who contributed nothing. She
was a gentle, gray haired body who remained unruffled in the midst of the
■mall tempest raging.
"If that child was mine," said the determined woman beside her, "I'd make
him mind if I had to half kill him.
Wouldn't you?"
"I don't know," said the little woman
mildly, "what I'd do.'
"You don't?" said the determined woman. "Well, I know. But maybe you
are not used to children?
Maybe you
never had any of your own?"
"Oh, yes," said the little woman. "I
brought up thirteen. That Is why I
don't know what I would do."

don't come until 1 call you."
"Just a minute, Elinor," be pleaded.
"I wanted to say"—
But with a little imperious gesture
she moved away, leaving him. there
somewhat mystified and decidedly an-

mean to

know so well?" she asked.
Cuyler turned to her. with a stnile of
jnderstanding. "I have a brother," η
laid simply, "lie was very close to mi
—closer, indeed, than any oue else li
ihe world—until oue day he fouud tin
other and, of course, the greater hap
piuess, just as your sister bas doue. It
was tremendously lonely without him.'
"But you got over It in time?" slit
asked quickly.
"In a way, yes; in another way, no,'
•aid he.
She looked at him questloulngly. Ht
was smlliug down at her with a cer
tain whimsical gravity.
"There is only one way to get even
with these people—this sister of your»
end this brother of mine," be asserted.
"And how Is that?" she asked.
"Follow suit," said he.
Her brows wrinkled in a perplexed
"1 don't exactly catch youi
frown.
meaning," she said.
Cuyler suddenly leaned toward her
There was something in his eyes that
brought a quick flush to her cheeks.
"Let's not permit these other people
to have all the happiness in the world
Lett reserve a little for ourselves,''
aald he

which seem to look upon you, gentlemen. there Is no vision In them, for
ber sight has been taken from her."
She had liven. In fact, the victim of
total paralysis of the optic nerve,
which had not Impaired the beauty of
lier eyes, but had given to them that
singular pathetic expression which she
was thus falsely charged with employing that she might secure the sympathies of the jury.
Stevenson on Idleness.
If a person cannot be happy without
remaining Idle, idle he should remain.
It is a revolutionary precept, but
thanks to hunger and the workhouse,
one not easily to be abused, and within
practical limits It is one of the most
lncontestible truths in the whole body
of morality. Look at one of your in
dustrlous fellows for a moment, I beseech you. lie sows hurry and reaps
indigestion; he puts η vast deal of ac
tlvlty out to interest and receives a
large measure of nervous derangement
Either he absents hlmsell
In return.
from all felluwshlp and lives a recluse
in a garret, with carpet slippers and u
leaden ink i»ot. or he comes among
people swiftly and bitterly, in α contraction of ills whole uervous system,
to discharge some temper before ho

I do not care how
returns to work.
much or how well he works, this fellow Is an evil feature In other people's
lives. They would be happier If he
were dead.—Robert Louis Stevenson.

Changes In English.
A striking meaus of measuring the
great changes that have from time tu
time taken place In the English language Is to study the Lord's I'rayer as·
It 1ms been written In different centuries:
1150.—Fader ur heune, haleweide
belth thl neune, cumlu thl kunerlche.
till wllle beoth Idon In heune and In
erthe.
1300.—Fader ure In heavene, balewyn
be thl name, thl kingdom come, thl
wllle be doue as In heveno and in erthe.
1370.—Oure fadir that art lu heune,
hallowld be thl name, thl kingdom
come, be thl wllle done In erthe as In
heune.
1524.—Oure father which arte In
heTen, hallowed be thy name. Let thy
kingdom come, thy wyoll be fulfilled
as well In earth as It Is In heven.
"Dally bread" appears In three versions severally as "dawe brlend,"
"days bred." "dayly brede" and "su-

perstantlal bread."

Tolstoy's Sens· of Honor.
At one music party at Count Tolstoy's
a lady's singing displeased the count's
boys, nud they adjourned to another
room and made a noise. Their father
lost patience and went after them, and
α characteristic admonition ensued.
"Are you making a noise ou purpose?" ho asked.
After some hesitation came au anBwer In the affirmative, "Y-y-yes."
"Does not her singing please you'/"
"Well, no. Why does she bowl?" declared one of the boys, with vexation.
"So you wish to protest against ber
Ringing?" asked Lyeff N'lkolaevltch In
serious tone.
"Yes."
"Then go out and say so or stand In
the middle of the room aud tell every
That would be rude, but
•ne present.
nprlght and honest. But you have got
together and are squealing like grassooppers In a corner. I will not endure
luch protests."
it

He Knew His Mamma.
Neighbor—Bertie, your mother Is call
Ing you. Bertie—Yes'm, 1 know It.
but 1 fancy she don't want me very
badly. Neighbor—But she has called
Bertie—Yes.
you seven times already.
1 kuow. but she hasn't called "Albert"

ret.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

The great are only great because we
knees; let us rise up.—ProShorn me.
ire on our

North. "She likes it."
With dignified tread Mrs. Colton
moved toward the kitchen and threw
open the door. Her sister was wiping
α huge platter, and the bookkeeper had
taken advantage of her plight to steal
another kiss. As Vida apjteared in the
doorway the platter went crashing to

was

saw

sympathy of the Jury.
Then Mr. Brady arose and In

cot

be drew up ut tbe gate of u bouse lu a
country town on which was swinging

head

fell. There was a pathetic expression
She eat
which affected every one.
svatching the Jury during the course of
the trial, and at last there was some
complaint that she was attempting by
means of her glnuccs to excite the

The spectators gasped with horror as
tbey saw the man drop swiftly to deA rush was made to pick
struction.
up his shattered remains only to dishe was practically uncover that
harmed. Not a bone was broken, and
a week later he was walking about as

If uothlng had happened.
More remarkable and indeed almost incredible was the experience of
Charles Woolcot when he was making
At
a parachute descent In Venezuela.
η height of 3.000 feet Woolcot flung
himself off his balloon Into space,
when, to the horror of the thousands
of onlookers, the parachute failed to
open. The man dropped like a stone
with terrible speed until, when about
200 feet from the earth, the parachute
flew open aud at once collapsed. He
was dashed to the ground, his right
thigh and hip were broken, both ankles
and knees were badly crushed, and Ills

turned from him
her shoulders shake
At the eame time she
arose from the bench.
"I'm—I'm going down to the pond/'
she faltered.» still refusing to look at
him.
"Please, please, stay here and
Her

Presently he
convulsively.

Saving Uncle
Henry.
By A.t)ard "Ridjjetvay.

I
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Coltou caugbt up the desk telephone
that stood nt his elbow aud smiled ns
he recognized his wife's voice. One of

the arguments In favor of the removal
to the suburbs had been that the reduction In rent was vastly greater

than Colton's commutation and Mrs
Colton's occasional trips to town. They
had not counted on the telephone bill,
which more than made up the difference.

*

"What's the matter now?" he asked
good humoredly. "The cook left?"

"That's only part," came the answer
"The cook left, and the Nelsons have
Just had word that bis sister Is dead,

and they can't come."
"That will help some," declared Col"There won't b<·
ton encouragingly.

many to cook for."
"But Kleanor will have to get the
"That
dinner." walled Mrs. Col ton.
takes the three Nelsons and you aiii'
so

her away from the table. Don't yon
that It leaves Just thirteen?"
"Thlrteen's lucky," cheered Colton
"You should be Kind that Kleanor 1<
there to get the dinner."
"But Uncle Henry Is frightfully su
perstltlous." reminded Mrs. Coltoii
"It's bad enough thnt you can't com··
and that my own sister must stay
away to get the dinner, and we'll have
to tell him that she Is out of town,
but when we ask him to sit at a table
with twelve others—Bob, you must
see

send out some one. Can't that nice
looking bookkeeper come?"
"On his vacation—but I'll get some
Don't worry. Vida."
Colton hung the receiver on the hook
and Mrs. Colton beamed as she turned
Bid» was defrom the Instrument.
pendable, and that worry was off her

one.

the floor.
"I'll buy you a whole set. Vida,"
cried Eleanor penitently.
"The loss of the china Is Immaterial." was the austere reply. "What
does this—er- flirtation mean?"
The man advanced toward her, with

glowing face.

"It means that I've found my little
girl again, Mrs. Colton, and this time
I've captured her before she could ruu
away, as she did from Newport."
"it's Dirk Hempstead," enlightened
Eleanor. "Bolt sent him out Instead of
the new Iwokkeeper. and I just had to
say 'Yes' to atone for the cavalier
fashion In η hi h you hustled hliu into
the kitchen."
"But he didn't tell mo"— began Vida.
"You didn't give me a chance, or perhaps I gave you none. Bob Md mo
that Eleauur was to be the cook, and
I was ouly too glad to come. I have
not seen B^b since he was married,
and I did not know that he had mar-

ried Eleanor's sister, or you would
have seen me out here before."
"And you want to get married!" exclaimed Mrs. Colton. "What will T'nclc Ilenry say?"
"He'll say 'Yes,'" declared Hempstead, "or at any rate be should. Didn't
I save him from the thirteen hoodoo?"
"I suppose that will help some," admitted Vida. "Anyway, I'm glad you
two are to l>e married, for with Eleanor to cook and you to be butler I
shan't be afraid of any more dinner
parties, only when there are but thirat the table."
"To save the day as well as Uncle

teen

Ileury," comp'eted Hempstead.

HIS CORRECTION.
The American

Knew

a

About

Little

Shakespeare and English.
An English literary man who visited
this country some years ago to lecture
frankly declared that he came not expecting to tiiid accurate scholarship
mind.
Americans, especially on pureIt was the first dinner party ki th·· among
ly literary subjects, adding affably:
new home, and her uncle was to li"You have been too busy and useful
It had seemed
the guest of honor.
a nation in practical matters to give
hoodooed from the start. First Colton
much time to the arts and graces of
had beeu compelled to remain in tow::
learning."
< :
e
cosiferen
an
to attend
important
During the dinner at which he made
the trade and could not possibly get
this remark he criticised Shakespeare,
out.
sharply declaring that his metaphors
lier sister, Kleanor Norrls. had been
often were absurd, "as, for example,"
called Into service to replace the cook
be said, '"Sleep that knits up the ravwho had left, declaring that sh·· would

her employer and the guests sep:>
ratelv and Individually condemned be
fore she would cook f«»r eighteen per
sons, and then at the last moment t!i"
Nelsons had sent regrets, cutting th
number at table down to the thirteen
abhorrent to Uncle Henry, from whom
see

■

the Coltons had "expectations."
Vida had noticed that her husband',

bookkeeper was an extremely gooi'
looking young fellow, and she had tel

eled sleave of care.'
to

tigure sleep

as

How ridiculous to

knitting up

a

torn

sleeve of a coat!"
A young American sitting uear him
said modestly: "I think the word is
not sleeve, but sleave. the thin fluff of
It Is a technical exa damaged web.
pression among weavers."
"In the United States probably!" retorted the critic Irritably. "Shnkespetre
never could have heard It He meant

Colton to send him out. I'ro!·
ably he would send out the bookkeej·
er's relief, and Vida gave no mor·
thought to the matter save to offer u;
a fervent supplication that his tab!

sleeve."
"I believe." persisted the American
gently, "the word Is printed sleave In
all the old editions. It is not an American word, but has been used for centuries by weavers in Scotland and the
north of England."
The visitor frowned and then with
English frankness said,
laughing:
I was mistaken.
Per"Thank you.
I
am
about
other
mistaken
haps
things and will be corrected before I
leave your shores."

closed the door.
"I'm awfully sorry." slip began. 'Mr
Colton asked you to coine out because
we wanted to avoid thirteen at th«
But It happens that a Mr
table.
Grimsby could not come either, anil s·

An eminent French urt collector once
bought lit the Hotel Drouot a landscape
by u noted '•impressionist." which he
showed, with much pride In his purchase. to an artist friend.
"Ι!"ί I t!ii::!:." «piotb he, "that the
picture lacks animation; It wants pereonagos. Now, if you would paint for

ephoned

should be good.
The others had arrived when tliei·
was a ring at the bell, and In her ans
lety Mrs. Colton herself rushed to th
door. A tall, clean cut young ma:
stood at the entrance, and at his In
quiring "Mrs. Colton?" Vida fair!.·
dragged him across the hall and lnt
the dining room, where she carefull.-.
manners

you would make the thirteenth."
"I sec," he said, with a light laugh
"Then I'll head back for town."
"I couldn't let you do that." crlet'
Vida, wilh a Rasp. "There Is no trait·
until 9:57. You will not Ret to town
until almost 11. You must stay here

now

and have some dinner. I'm sure you
won't mind eating In the laundry."
"I'd rather like It." was the gonial
response. "If you will Indicate the
general direction I'll head that way
and let you get back to your guests."
Vida pointed to the door to the but
ler's pantry. "Go through there and

tell them who you are," she directed:
then she hurried back to the wait in;,
diners. Her uncle was standing by th··
door.
"Was that another guest?" he de
manded uneasily.
"Just a helper that Bob sent out
from town," she explained glibly, ami
Uncle Ilenry breathed a slirli of relief
"I'm rather glad that Bob was de
talned In town." he said. "It will pre
rent there being thirteen at the table.
I'm not superstitious, but I know of

two cases where there were thirteen
at the table, and each time one died
before the year was out. I'm getting
to be an old man. Vida, and, while I'm
not superstitious about It—well. it's
Just as well not to tempt fate."
Vida smiled her understanding of the
case, and a<« Nora h appeared In the
doorway to announce that dinner wa;-·
servrd li.\v ::!l tiled out.
Vida sustained a shock of surprise
whe'i she saw the mm lier husband
had sent out standing ready t«> serve
but 1:1s face was as Impassive as
th'»u;li he had been a l-utler and n<>t «
bookkeeper all his life, and It war
with a little flutter of pride that Vida
realized that the local guests would
suppose that they had Imported a but-

ler from town for the occasion.
The dinner passed off splendidly. The
butler acquitted himself with the
greatest credit, and Eleanor did her
cooking school training full Justice.
Before the coffee was served Uncle
Ilenry was whispering to his niece
that he whs going to make her a prêt-
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Dirtiif*

that road that
through the middle of the landscape it wnl-i greatly improve the picme a wan or wo::ian on

runs

ture."
"That Is easily dime." said the artist.
So lie < arrie I off the painting and sent
It !>a k lu a week or two with the fig·
un· <>i an »·;.! pra.-ant woman going to
mark ·!. with lier I asket and her red
unil>rella. introluccl on the road In
great s:.:i. faction of
<;i! Μ··:», ι»
the picture's proprietor. Meeting shortly nf'er with the ••impressionist" who

had p:iÎ!>icd It. t!ie arti. I remarked:
"I li id the audacity to niter a landscape of jo rs lie!011:4in;; to M. X., the
I painted au old peasant
other day.
woman walking down the road."
I rememlier uo
"Hown the road?
I
work of iniue with a road in it.
should like to see the picture and Judge
of the effect of your alteration."
So the artist carried him oflf to M.
X.'s, and they speedily stood before the
landscape. The "impressionist" turned perfectly green with wrath and horror.

"Miserable man," he shouted, "what
have you done? That is not a road that
runs through the center of my work.
It is a river!"—Exchange.
The Baseball Umpire.
"That gentleman who is to umpire
the game tinlay Is an old friend of
mine," said the mild mannered hasebail fan to his neighbor as they sat
leaning forward In the grand stand.
"He's one of the sijuarest nn.l finest of
Say,
men.
Yes, sir, he's as like a fol
watch the graceful attitude of ο ir lir a
batter! He's got his eye with l.lui u>day, too, for see how he lets this first
bad oue go. What did the umpire call
—

that?"
"A strike." replied his neighbor.
"Now. what do you think of that?
Ball went a uiile wide of the plate!
Well, umpires will make mistakes. I've

•een"—
At this Juncture η crack rent the air,
mid (he ball sailed 011 11 line toward the
left field fence. The mild mannered
ent of the bouse for Christmas and at- man was on his feet In a Jiflfv.
"Oh, what a swat! Run, run like the
tend himself to some details of decora
dickens! Γιο on and make it a homer!
tlon.
Vida bad hoped to lead him to the Look at that cuss go. will you? Make
subject of new rugs, and this volun- It— What's that?"
"The umpire called It a foul!"
tary promise delighted her. As she led
He's crazy!
"A foul?
Say, Mr.
the way back to the parlor she fairly
A foul!
Umpire, put on your glasses
radiated delight.
Throw
It was some time before she couUl Say. man. you're the limit!
Go lay down somewhere,
manage to slip away from her uncle him out!
and she was Just about to go to the umpire! You're rotten! Rotten! Rotkitchen to see how Eleanor was get- ten!"
And in hie disgust the mild mannered
ting along when Xorah, the maid,
hat down on
poked her head cautiously between the fan slapped his derby
curtains and made a signal that she the seat and eat on It.—Bohemian.

wanted to see her mistress.
"I think you'd better come out in the
kitchen, ma'uin," she whispered. "That
strange man and Miss Eleanor do be
He
carrying on something awful.
kissed her when be thought my back
was turned, but 1 saw them In the silver tray. They've been at it ever since
be came."
"He is annoying Miss Eleanor?"
asked Vida correctlngly. It was out of
the question that Eleanor should enjoy
bis attentions.
"filvll ■ bit she's nnnnvod " Insisted

A

Helping

Hind.

Among the contributors to a minister's donation party was a small but
very bright boy belonging to one of
the families o? the congregation. After
obtaining bis mother's permission to
spend his money for anything he pleased be went to the village store and returned home with a neat package. In
it was a pair of suspenders, and attached to them was a card upon which
was written in a scrawling hand:
"For the support of our pastor,"

Weet Paris.
Mr. J. Alton Bioknell ha* «old bis
Xht Φχΐονύ
term building· and the land on the aontb
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL aide of tbe rond connected with them to
ISSUBD TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Herman Lllmadda. The land and apple
orchard on the north aide of the road
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 17,1908.
baa been reserved by Mr. Bioknell who
Parla HUI.
Mra. Emeline Bioknell,
First Baptist Church, Rev. Q. W. P. Hll, pu •till owna it.
PraftcblDg every Sunday at 10:45 A. m. who until recently haa lived the moat of
atwood A
Forbes, tor.
terrloe
14.
School
at
Sabbath
evening
Sunday
the time with her aon, ia packing ber
T. P. 8. C. E. Tuesday evening.
at 7M.
Ε4Η·η ud Proprietor·.
a and intends to make
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove- houaehold good
lit
the
nant Meeting the last Friday oefore
her home in the bouae owned by her
A. E. FOKBU.
OBOBOB M. ATWOOD.
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Hherwlse t2-00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisements
A DVEET1SUK5T8 :
are given three connective Insertion* for $1-50
column. Special contract»
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

Sunday of the month at 230 r. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

here in the village. For a year or two
ahe has apent much of her time with
ber daughter, Mra. D. W. Gray, who haa
a rent in tbe houae.
Last Friday, Mr. Bicknell aold at
auction hia atook and terming toola. A.
D. Park of South Paria waa auctioneer.
A young cow was aold to H. Y. Baoon, a
pair of very smart bandy ateers were
purchased by D. P. Curtia, and a dock of
70 aheep were taken by Mr. Allen of
Bryant's Pond. Tbe aew purchaser will
take possession immediately.
Austin J. Hayes of Greenwood bad an
His
accident while in town Friday.
borse became frightened and ran away
throwing Mr. Hayes from tbe wagon and
injuring him quite severely.
Mr. S. W. Dunham has been visiting
his children at Brattleboro, Vt., also his
daughter, Mrs. Hamilton, at Greenfield,
Mass.
Remember there will be a chicken pie
supper at Good Will Hall Wednesday of
this week. There will be many useful
and fancy articles, also about fifty dolls
for sale at the fair. The entertainment
in the evening will be of much interest
with a good variety of program.
Mr. Samuel E. Estes is quite sick

Edward L. Parris and E. L.
summer home
and
returned to New York Saturhere
Mrs.

Parris, Jr., closed their

day.

Mrs. George M. Atwood visited relative· in Difixeld the past week.
Paris Hill woke up to a transformation
scene Sunday morning.
Everything out
of doors, inoluding trees, bushes and
inches of
several
coated
with
wires,
damp snow and pretty good sleighing.
an«LE COPIE*.
Paris Hill's water supply, which has
Single Copies of the Democrat are tour cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by been making dangerously low records
of
the publishers or for the convenience
patrons
during the late summer and fall, is on
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on its
good behavior once more. For the
sale at the following places In the County :
past two weeks the gaiu of wator in the
Shurtlelf'· Drug Store.
South I'arls.
reservoir at Crocker hill has averaged
Noyce* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
At the same
about six iuches per day.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
RuckfleM.
rate of increase the overflow pipe will
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Paris Hill,
be running before the end of the present
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
week. The new work done on the hill
has so greatly increased the water supply
that it is not probable that it will ever
NKW AOVKRTISKMKNTS.
be as low again.
Testing Eyes.
Miss Minnie Lane of West Paris is the
Best Catarrh Doctor.
For Constipation.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jarvia M. Thayer.
er·.

Sew type, fast presses, electric
Job PBumwo
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to mak this department of oar business complete %ud popular.

>

We Want Men to Sell.
Wanted.
Notice of Warning.
Baskets
Fur Coats.
Linens for Thanksgiving.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Statement of Lovell Mutual Klre Insurance Co.
Probate Notices.
Notice of Foreclosure.
S. Β. A Z. S. Prince.

FOBBKS

DISTBICT.

Au entertainment followed by a box
supper was given by the teacher and the
pupils of the Forbes school on the eveniug of Nov. 7. The entertainment consisted of recitations and several dialogues. The chief feature of the entertainment was the dialogue, "Only Joe;
or, A Badly Spoiled Plan," which was
Snail nave to nake me oesi 01 it.
presented by six characters* Following
An eleventh-hour campaign against is the programme:
was
carried
the initiative and referendum
Hazel Elllugwood.
Words of Welcome,
School.
on in Maine during the few days im- Flag Salute,
Amount to Shucks.
Didn't
He
Recitation,
the
September
mediately preceding
Lucy E. Steven».
who
some
modestly Dialogue, A Contrast,
election by
parties
omitted to advertise their identity.
Amy and Ruth Rlllngwood.
Nevertheless the initiative aud referenHazel M. Elllngwood.
dum amendment was adopted by what Recitation, Aunt .Jemima's Courtship,
Iona Llttlchale.
we fear was a typical referendum vote—a
fraction of the whole body of voters. Concert Re»· ling, The Presidents of the United
Six Girls.
state",
the
that
It is
perhaps unfortunate
Recitation, Which Loved Beet?
amendment came to a vote at a regular
Amy J. F.lllngwood.
election, when other issues so over- Recitation, My 01*1 Sew England Home,A. Dean.
shadowed it.
Possibly if the op- Dialogue, The Pretty Preacher, Myrtle
Hazel M. Elllngwood ami Iona F. Lltt'ehalc
ponents of the measure had got at their
Wllma F. Llttlehale.
work earlier they might have carried on (ieography Song,
A Snow Storm, Irwin W. Elllngwood
Rec'tatton,
a campaign of education which would
Dialogue, On'y Joe, or, A liadly Spolle<i Plan.
have influenced the vote.
Scene I :
Ruth Elllngwood.
But the initiative and referendum is Krcltntton. November,
Scene II :
We
the
of
constitution.
a
now
part
Recitation, 'Cause He DMn't Think,
have done the deed, and must abide by
Morris L. Elllngwood.
the consequences. Some of those who Scene 111 :
Myrtle A. Dean
Valedictory,
opposed the amendment, notably the
Portland Advertiser, are interested in The characterc in the dialogue were:
Iona F. Llttlehale
setting forth the horrible possibilities of Mr*. Stewart, :
trouble which the thing contains. They Her daughters
Hazel M. KlUngwoo 1
Marion,
abiland
manifest almost the ingenuity
Myrtle A. Dean
Edith,
Lucy E. Steven*
Maud,
ity of a great corporation lawyer in
J. Elllngwood
Joe,
Amy
which
of
means
devising schemes, by
Her nephew
this creature of ours may rise up and
Ward McAllister, a young man,

plague

us.

But let us not be downhearted, nor
look with too much of apprehension upon
this Frankenstein of ours. It is too late
now for a discussion of the measure with
It is rather late
a view to defeating it.
to discuss it at any length any way. But
for the sake of keeping up our courage,
let us consider brietiy the evidence presented against it by our anonymous
friends just before election, and see what
terrors it holds for us.
Really the most cogent piece of evidence presented was a letter from Judge
William L. Putnam, setting forth forcibly the general principle that a small
number of selected men can legislate
better than the whole mass of the
electorate. That is unquestionably true,
and it is not the intent of the initiative
and referendum that the people shall
interfere with the mass of legislation,
but rather to furnish a check upon legis
lation which is not approved, or ie
actively disapproved, by the mas» of the
people, as well as provide for the possi
bility of legislation which is desired bj
a large number of people and refused by
the representatives.
Other exhibits made in opposition tc
the measure are letters aud articles frotr
attorneys and others, especially ir
Oregon, where the initiative and refer
endum has been worked to the limit bj
agitators. These letters condemn th«
initiative and referendum.
They an
worthy of due consideration, but theii
ii
It
testimony is not conclusive.
equally easy to secure letters fron
citizens in license states, utterly con
demning the license system, and fron
citizens of prohibition states, setting ou
the utter failure of prohibition.
It is alleged that signatures can b<
secured for anything, which is too near
ly true—witness the 1000 signature!
which put the Independence Leagui
ticket on our Maiue ballot, as ag «ins
the less than 700 votes cast for the ticket
It is even said that in Portland, Oregon
there exists an organization which ad
vertise* to furnish signatures to an;
petition for five cents each Now then
may not be any law to reach that con
dition of affairs, but there ought to be
Paying a man two cents or any othe
consideration for signing a
petitioi
affecting legislation is just as much ai
act of bribery as paying a legislator
thousand dollars to vote for a measure
The difference is only in degree.
The most startling exhibit in th>
budget sent out by the opponents was
big sheet of green paper, printed ii
small type, which proved to be a fa
smile of the official ballot used at tb
recent election in Oregon, and it is sup
posed to furnish a striking object lessoi
as a warning against the initiative am
referendum—especially the initiative.
1)..4

—

»kn »«·*/>»<·

f

tKiu

Kii*

cliaa

shrink a little un analysis. Almost two
third· its area is the ballot for official
The rest of it is occupied by twent;
question* submitted to the voters of tb
state, and it is at first glance a form!
dable array. When we analyze tbem «
find that the first four are constitutions
amendments proposed by the legislatur
and submitted to vote of the people
just as has always been the procedure i
Maine, so those four can not be laid t
the new-fangled idea. That leaves sii
teen questions due to the popular initii
Of these fou
tive and referendum.
are a referendum on acts passed by th
preceding legislature. We do not knoi
their importance, but they are just fou
of the acts of a legislative session tha
are called in question by five per cent c
the voters.
The other twelve questions are pr«
sented under the initiative. Six of thet
are proposed amendments to the const
tion, and we may leave them right ου
of the account in Maine, because our ic
ititative wisely does not apply to th
constitution. It still remains with th
legislature solely to propose amendment
to the constitution by a two-thirds vott
So when we get this huge ballot sifte
down, we find oo it ten questions whicl
under the Maine form of the initiativ
and referendum, might be submitted t
That is to
the people for their vcte.
many under any ordinary conditions. Bu
we have a right to take into account tha
Oregon has been tbe peculiar prey ο
agitators. Agitators, to be sure, ar
neither impossible nor unknown ii
Maine. Cranks sometimes appear evei
Ye
before our legislative committees.
the people as a rule are possessed ο
good sound common sense, and we ar
justified in believing that our Ne\
England conservatism is likely to mak
much less use of the initiative an<
referendum, especially the former, thai
is the case in Oregon.
And when all is said, we have got t<
\V<
trust the people to some extent.
have always done it to a certain extent
and we shall have to continue it, even i
at some future time they should so fa
depart from the path of wisdom an(
rectitude as to demand tbe repeal of thi
prohibitory law, or elect a Democrats

governor.

Official

Election

Figures.

to the official figuree fron
the office of the Secretary of State, Fer
nald'a plurality in tbe September elec
tion was 7053. The total vote was: Fer
nald. Republican, 73,723: Gardner
Democrat, 06,075; Perry, Socialist, 1430
Ames, Prohibitionist, 1425. Total vote
142,65#. In 1906 the total vote wai
133,500. and the Republican plurality
was 8064.
In the special election for Congres*
man in the Second District on Nov. 3d
Hon. John P. Swasey, Republican, re
ceived a total of 15,259 votes, without

According

opposition.

again.

Mrs. Evie Lappin, who for a few years
bas been housekeeper for Mr. Charles
Fickett, has gone to Massachusetts to
work, taking her two children with her.
Mrs. Roscoe Tuell has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Irvin L. Bowker, at
Portland for a few days. Mrs. Daniel C.
Churchill was housekeeper for Mr. Tuell
in her absence
Mrs. Minnie E. Gilman and grandson
of Portland are visiting ber mother,
Mrs. Anna C. Young.
Miss Althea Page, who for some time
has been working at Portland, is visiting
relatives here.
Miss Lettie Smith, of Oxford, is visiting Mra. Ε. B. Stetson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Coburn are visiting and on a hunting trip at Dizfield and

Carthage.
Llewellyn Y. Lowe, who has had a
month's vacation, is again clerking for S.
T. White.
J. F. Emerton and Mr. Seavey of Auburn were here recently for a week of
hunting. As usual they boarded with

Friendship by the death of

relative.
A valuable set of books has been re"The
ceived at the Bethel library,
Children's Hour" compiled by Miss Eva
March Tappan and published by the
Houshton Mifilin Co., Mrs. Humphry
Ward's new novel, "The Testing of
Diana Mullory" has also been added,
also St. Amande' "Women of the Valois
Court."
The ladies of the Universallst society
will serve their annual chicken pie supper next Thursday evening.
Town schools will close Nov. 20th for
two weeks' vacation.
Dec. 10 is the date of the annual
Christmas sale and supper to be given
by the Ladies' Club in Garland Chapel.
a

West Bethel.
"Trees like Indian princes

Line up 'gin tie sty ;
Wild geese whiff a snow-stawn·
An' go honkln' by.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Reed.
About thirty-five members of Onward "Yet one smile more,
departing, distant sun I
One mellow smile through the soft vapory air,
Kebekah Lodge visited Mt. Hope Rethe
frozen
the load winds run,
o'er
earth,
Ere,
bekah Lodge of Norway lest Thursday
Or snows are sifted o'er the meadows bare."
night, and reported a good time.
Cold weather will soon come.
Cleveland Waterbouae in working for
uxiora.
B. Lowell.
H.
T. A. Roberts Woman's Relief Corps
W. H. Griffin baa gone to Rhode
was inspected Saturday afternoon, Mrs.
to work on a street railway.
Blanche Merrill of Hebron, inspector. Island
Henry Λ. Cross has tnen visiting in
At intermission the members of the Post
the past three weeks.
were invited in and refreshments of Albany during
Elbert Briggs went to Sontb Paris
Harold D. Steven»
«andwiches, cake, pastry, fruit punch,
After this was completed the boxes pears, apples and grapes were served. Wednesday to work in the painting
of the Paris Manufacturing Co.
were brought in and the auctioneer, Mr
The Corps is in a prosperous condition room
A light fall of rain Wednesday, but
Harrison M. Littlebale, proceeded to dis and new members are being added.
not
enough to All shallow brooks, and
Mrs. Lizzie Kennison died Tuesday,
pose of tbein. Or, ratber, he disposée
of the young ladies, those wishing tc Nov. 10, after a long and painftll illness. dry wells will probably remain in that
purchase bidding ou the shadow of tin 1 Her funeral was held on Thursday at condition through the winter.
Elmer Briggs came up from South
foot. Evidently the youug men wer< 1 her late residence, Rev. Mr. Newport
Paris last week to visit his father and
very hungry as no time was wasted ii officiating. She leaves two daughters,
securing one or more of the well-fillef two granddaughters, a mother, a broth- brothers, and this week has gone to
work for the G. T. K. Co.
boxes. After the supper speech making er and one sister.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown's new house is
and a genera] good time was enjoyec
May Downing, oldest daughter of
Then all reiurnet Solon Downing of East Oxford, went to nearing completion outside, but the
until 10 o'clock.
home, and one, who still had a full boi the M. G. Hospital at Lewiston Thurs- plastering and the laying of the chimney
will be postponed until springunder his arm, inquired when they wer< 1 day.
Her mother accoApanied her and
Daniel A. Glines and family have
Some talk ha: 1 remained with her until Monday. Durto have the next one.
been made about repeating a part of tlx ing her absence another daughter Ruth, closed their house and moved to Bethel,
whore he has steady employment in the
programme, but it is not fully decided thirteen years old, kept house for the
new spool and novelty mill.
five in number, doing all the
family,
Locke's Mills.
The post-card business of Wbitten &
cooking and housework and providing Dennison
is increasing, and in addition
The funeral services of Mrs. Annii for guests.
to the large packages sent by express
Cummings were held at the Unioi
The ladies of tho M. E. society had a
church Tuesday forenoon attended b; chicken pie supper Wednesday evening about a hundred pounds are mailed at
this office daily to all parts of the counIt wil
Rev. C. L. Hanghart of Bethel
at the vestry with a good attendance.
try.
be remembered that Mr. Herbert Cum Tho sum of $24 50 was realized.
The schoolH at Welchville had a tlag
mings was shot Oct. 14 while on a hunt
Oreenwood.
iag trip in the Magolloway region. Mrs raising with appropriate exercises oo
The rain just poured down Tuesday
Cummings was taken insane the follow Friday.
at 12 o'clock, but its duration was
The Congregational 1st Ladies1 Circle night
ing week and taken to Augusta fo
brief and to the point, in fact very like
treatment, where she passed away Xov
met with Mrs. Brackett Wednesday.
all that have preceded it during the past
7. The daughter Eva has thesympath;
Lorenzo King, α member of T. A.
season.
of the community in her double bereave
Roberts Post, died at Mechanic Fallu
Errors will occasionally creep in howI ment.
last week. He leaves one daughter, Miss
ever hard one may try to prevent tbem.
Mont Abbott is making repairs on hi
Alice King, of Welchville.
Last week we had occasion to correct
I house at South Bethel. Addison Bry
Alton Delano has just finished a sueone by another person, and at the Rame
ant is doing the work.
cessful term of school at Otisfield Gore.
time committed one ourself, which was
Fred Penley, who has been employe* I
not the 6ret one either. Instead of
East Sumner.
L. Tebbets & Co
as bookkeeper for E.
Emmons being an only son, as
for several years, has moved his famil, 1
Ezra Keene received a message on George
he is the oldest of four chilreported,
to West Paris.
his
Thomas
that
brother,
Sunday evening
having two sisters and a brother
Dannie Bryant bas moved his famll;
Keene, of Whitman, Mass.. was dead. dren,
some twelve years of age of whom we
I into Bert Sanborn's rent.
On the next morning Mr. Keene and hit
Mr.
O. P. Farrington, who has been quit 5 wife started for Boston to be present al kuew nothing until very recently.
Emmons and wife have their reception
the funeral services. No word was re·
I ill, is able to be out again.
Charles Bartlett's valuable driviuj ? ceived as to the cause of the sudden this Thursday evening, too late to report
until next week.
I horse died Thursday.
death, but as the deceased suffered the
It is said to be a Yankee prerogative to
The Greenwood Dramatic Club pr«
amputation of one leg earlier in the sea- aak
questions, and probably there are
sented the 'drama "The Old Maid' 5 son, it may have caused his death.
those who inquired in regard to who
Club" at Mt. Abram Hall last Tuesda Γ
in
were
held
union
meetings
Special
Annie Kimball were,
eveuing. There was a -good attendance the Congregational church every evening Floyd Morgan and
who were made one flesh on the 26th of
There was a dance after the entertaic
last week except Saturday. There was
and had such a grand rement.
good attendance and good interest man September,
on Saturday evening, the 31st of
Miss Ethel Woodis is working at Ml
ifested in the services, which were con· ception
the inclemency
I Abram Hotel.
ducted by Rev. F. M. Lamb and Rev. S October, notwithstanding
of the weather, and the answer can be
C. Eaton.
in a nutshell. Floyd Morgan is
Albany.
Ladies' CircU given
The Congregational
II
Mrs. F G. Sloan spent a few days i 1 aided by ma-iy friends are to hold ai the oldest of the five sons of Edgar
and Delilah Emmons Morgan, a car! Bethel this week.
entertainment and sale on Thursdaj
penter by trade, and is now building a
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Guptill, Mr. an
evening, Nov. 19 A supper will be fine
little cottage at Bryant's Pond and
Mrs. H. G. McNally, Ben Inman an
nerved at the usual low rates. The com
to have it ready for occupancy
Lester Wescott have been up in th 9 ical drama entitled the "Ladies' Sewinj, intends
Mrs.
His wife,
day.
Wild River region camping.
Society" will be presented at that time Thanksgiving
of the
R. C. Lawrence has Ûnisbed work fo r delineating female human nature in it! Annie May, is the only daughter
widow, Ida Kimball, of Waterford,
C. I). Conuer.
most fantastic phases of grit and gossip
whose husband died very euddenly of
Gertie and Roger Sloan called on Mn '·
The Grange have returned to all daj
heart disease about four years ago.
Ada Lord one day recently.
sessions with dinners served as usual.
Elmer Cole, who was severely injured
G. I. Folsora of Lewiston was in towi 1
Rev. S. C. Eaton and family are non
a blast last spring, is still living, but
this week.
installed in housekeeping at the Congre by
nervous system now
Thomas Poole had the misfortune t } gational parsonage as Cyrus B. Heald totally blind, his
so that it is a good deal
cut himself so badly as to require th B who has occupied the premises for th< badly shattered,
of trouble to take care of him. It it
services of a physician to sew it up.
past year, has moved to Canton, having
Harlan Bumpui is improving in healtl '· purchased the stand formerly occupies thought doubtful if he survives the coming winter.
by Dr. Cooledge.
North Waterford.
Mrs. Edmond Harlow is on the deWheelbarrow trains to and from tbi
the disease being consumption, oi
Mw. Mell Knight is in the hospital.
river loaded with water are still on thi cline,
Mrs. Wallace Elliott's arm that wt 8 road, as the light rains do not seem t< what is now often called the white
•tlaoMA
operated on a short time ago, is gettin £ affect the deep wells. There is no
Dannie Bryant ban moved to Locke's
along nicely.
much "watered stock" on the marke
Mills with his family and expect* a job
Eva McAllister is at home front Lovel '· just now.
in the spool factory. Bis father, Daniel
where she has been at work for sora e
Bryant, intends to remain on the farm
time.
Lake.
Norway
for the present, preferring ruri}l to city
Mr. aud Mrs. James Hatch have visi
Mr». J. L. Partridge went to Gardine
life.
ed Bridgton for a week.
the 9tb to visit her mother and sister fο
It now remains to be »een whethei
Frances Watson is visiting her siste
a few days.
Mr. Bryan will give up all hope of being
Mrs. L A. Knight.
:
W. S. Partridge has been on the sicl president or cootiune in the fight. Oui
Mrs. S. Lizzie Jewett is taking care c f
list for a few days.
advice would be to remember Bruce't
Mrs. Will Brown at North Norway.
Mr. Adam Kinsley went to Massa spider and keep at it. There will probRandall Hatch is cutting timber an j
1
tin
there
the
called
chueetts
Oih,
by
ably be another presidential election in
wood for Will Chadbourne and boards t t
death of hia brother, who died in Lewis four years, and be is not yet an old man.
Fred Hszelton's.
Say, Mr. Bryan, did you send your conWalker Nason's little girl, who ws 9 tonSeveral of the pupils are out of echoo gratulations to Mr. Taft when the vote
quite sick last week, is better.
was declared, as Judge Parker did to
Mrs. Lucioda Spear is visiting at Fre ή nursing bad colds and sore throats.
Mrs. Nellie Jordan is getting along : the winning man four years ago?
Hazelton's.
Mrs. Guy Bennett and baby visited h« r nicely.
sister, Mrs. Sumner Grover.
Mr. and Mrs. Qeorge Emmons' wedHebron.
ding reception was well attended TbursWest Buckfleld.
The football game Saturday betweei day evening and a good time was reportParsons < f Hebron and West brook was won bj ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Further particulars will be given
Turner Center spent Sunday with M "· Hebron 33 0.
later.
and Mrs Herbert Phillips.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant is at home frotr
Bertha Cummings is at home from her
Miss Edith Hatch of Farnaiogton spei
a visit in Farmington and Temple.
work at Bethel because of Illness.
Saturday and Sunday with her frienc •
Mrs. W. A. Bartlett is expected hom< •
Fred Glover and James Walker from
Miss Fannie Htrlow.
from Boston this week.
Oxford are here on a hunting trip, makIiaverhil
has
to
'»
gone
Mies (trace Bumpus ia spending a few ing their stopping place at F. B. EdgerRoy Briggs
Mass.
days io Minot and Polaud.
ly's.
A. S. Hall and wife went to Bangc r
OrHOD La wry was at Mrs. Howe's ovei
Hannah Emmons is working for Mrs.
Wednesday.
A. R. Allen at Bryant's Pond.
Sunday recently.
Misses Gertrude and Georgia Warre 1
Mr. J. L. Bumpus has hired an ex
Mr. and Mra. Cleveland Yates are reof North Bucktield were at Harry Buck 8 perlenced blacksmith to begin
worli joicing over the birth of a son, Carl
Nov. 10th, and then will be able to do Grover Sylvester.
recently.
1
were
Mr. and Mrs. Das tine Turner
horse shoeing and all other kinds ol
Archie Swan is to work in the woods
S M. Bonuey's Saturday.
work, much that he has had to refuse for Ed Pike.
and
Mrs.
that
Mr.
understand
We
Ro; Τ while alone.
Austin Hayes has returned after a
Buswell have Hnished working for C. M
There wus an all day meeting ol number of days' work on testing cattle
(leald.
Hebron Grange Wednesday.
in the vicinity of Oxford.
William Cummings has been cuttini (
The Tyrocinic Adelphi Society had
Jacob Curtis has sold hia steers to
cord wood for Harry Buck.
a public lyceam
Wednesday evening Chas. Richardson, for beef.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Frost have return
which was greatly enjoyed by all present.
ed to West Peru.
Brownfleld.
Owing to other engagements the W.
R. G. held their meetrag Tuesday inMrs. Lydia Rogers and son from CaliLovell.
stead of Friday this week.
relatives in this town.
fornia are

I

■

I

visiting

The fall term of the town school
Mr. and Mrs. Wess Cole and son of
East Bethel.
closed Friday.
Arlington, Mass., are at Mr. R. Lin·
of
the village ar *
The young people
Mr. N. F. Swan has gone to Wasbing- soott's.
A crew of moth hnnters are in town
preparing a drama to be presented a t ton, D. C., to spend the winter.
Pine Grove Hall in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Berte Akers are working (five of them). They make their headΒ. E. Brown and family have gone U > for Z. W. Bartlett.
quarters at Reuben Linsoott's.
his camp at Speckled Mountain In Stone
Mrs. Lynch, who spent the summer in
Mr. Nelson Mann visited at Porter
ham for a few weeks. He is building ai 1 Farwell'e last week.
this village, has gone to Portland for the
addition to the camp ao that he may ac
Mr. John Fifield visited at G. K. Hast- winter.
commodate a few deer hunters durinf > ings' last week.
Dr. and Mrs.. Pitch have closed their
the season.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan visited rela- bouse for an indefinite time. The pros>
Klwell and Otis Andrews of this towi tives at South Paris last week.
pect now is that before a very long time
are camping at the Stile· place in Stone
Edgar Swan has gone into the woods he will be able to resume his practice.
ham with O. 0. Eastman of Fryeburs to work for the winter at Conway.
Mrs. Danforth, who is in a hospital, is
and Dr. H. V. Andrews of Boston. I :
Mr. Chaa. Peare haa moved hia family getting along h well as could be ezpectIs presumed they are deer bunting.
! to Rumford Center, where he has pur- ! ed.
I Mrs. Harnden, who has been quite
The grand officers of the order of Ret 1 chased a farm.
Men visited Suncook Tribe Wednesday i
Mr. George Armltage of Lawrence, sick, is better.
I
The men's private meeting will be
! Masa., ia visiting his annt, Mrs. Etta
evening.
1 held
Mr. George F. Nasoo and wife hav< 1 Bean.
Sunday evening next at the Unimoved from Freedom, Ν. H., to th<
Born Nov. 9th, to the wife of George versalist churoh. No women admitted.
(arm Id Lovell bought of W. 0. Brown Haine·, a son.
Well, we don't (eel to regret it.

j

winter for the convenience of his scholars who are attending the high acbooi.
The scholars of the high school held a
peanut social at Nczinscot Hall Friday
evening which was well attended.
Harry Dudley bas moved into the C.
B. Atwood h use on Loring Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Ball have been in
Bangor the past week.
Mrs. Chas. H. Prince was called to
Portland the first of the week by the
illness of her daughter, Mrs. John Shear-

LINENS FOR
THANKSGIVING!

Tha Saloon as a Liability.
One of the moat expressive of the
epigrammatic aeotence· of Governor
Hanly of Indiana was, "The saloon ia alwaya a liability, never an aaset." Tbe

WUfOB'f Mill».
Backfteld.
Μη. Mary Wilaon of Magalloway
The fanerai of Henry O. Shaw vu
to Wilson'· Milla
held from bla late home Wednesday, Plantation baa oome
son Cuvler tbla winter.
Not. 11, at 11 o'clock. Mr. Shaw died to Ητ· with her
Spoft Flint and bia nephew, Harold
Monday morning after an ilineaa which
friends from NorDommenoed in the early snmmer. He Flint, with a party of
are in town hunting.
waa the aon of Jamea and Iaabella D. way
Ella· Morria of Berlin is in town oo a
In Brnnawick May
been looking after their buaineaa In- Shaw, and waa born
waa married In 1878 to peddling trip.
He
1852.
ranch
left
Straw
15,
and
Mr·.
terest*. Mr.
C. I. Wilton and Karl Hoyt went to
who «arrive· him,
life five years ago and two railroada now tllaa Georgia Lowell
baa together with two aona, Rev. Jamea A. Berlin Monday.
town
and
the
land
over
their
paaa
Mrs. I. A. Travis was in town Sunday,
the Corliaa Street chnrcb
been named Straw. ▲ fine station baa Shaw, paator of
H. Lowell Shaw who re- tbegoest of Bertha Wilson.
been built, a school house and other in Bath, and
w. H. Hart and family have returned
mother on the farm In the
buildinga. The soil has been found to lidea with bla
and adanghter, from Boston. Mrs. Hart's health is
be well adapted to the raising of wheat, loath end of the town,
of much improved.
and now where five years ago thousands Annie, wife of Rev. L. D. Tibbetta,
Mra. Geo. Morof sheep were grazing they are reaping Liabon, and two aiatera,
Eaat Brownfleld.
rill of Sumner and Mlaa Joale Shaw of
large crops of wheat.
The W. C. T. U. was entertained by its
and hia mother. He waa a
tbia
Powell
town,
Felix
Rev.
Tuesday evening
Mrs. B. À. Θ. Stickney, Nov.
delivered his leoture entitled "From member of the Free Baptiat chnrcb at president,
13.
Ditch to Pulpit." The lecturer gave an Eaat Hebron, Rev. Mr. Crockett, paator,
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Rowe attended a
Interment
account of his life from boyhood, his and of Buckfield Grange.
cam ρ fire in Fryeburg last Friday.
conversion from the Catholic religion, waa at the Buckfield village ccmetery.
Mrs. Edith Philbrook Warren, who
Faith
Good
Lodge of Rebekaha
his education, and showed the possibilitheir regular has been seriously ill, is gaining rapidly.
ties of consecrated, earnest endeavor. initiated aiz candidates at
numIn seven years be had risen from a dig- meeting Tuesday night. A large
Her· aad There.
He is now ber of membera were preaent and parger of ditches to the pulpit.
the
a
after
bountiful banquet
took of
in Berlin, Ν. H.
"Uncle Dan'l" was the play given at work. Owing to çonditiona over which
These discoveries by a University of
Odeon Hall Thursday evening and was they had no control, thia lodge did not Chicago professor that the mound buildto
a
send
large
Norway ers played base ball, and by another
The fine
delegation
most thoroughly enjoyed.
orchestra added much to the enjoyment Thursday night, only eleven members professor somewhere that golf was playfew
-The
who
did
over.
go were ed by the anciehts, All tbe papers with
of the entertainment.
going
The Eastern Star served supper in royally entertained by Mt. Hope Lodge. matter which is of almost exactly the
A orew of men are setting poles for a same actual value as
Pattee Chapel dining room Thursday.
long-distance
Bethel Lodge of Masons held the elec- private telephone line from the north- weather forecasts.
tion of officers, also received an official east part of the town to the village, havvisit from the district deputy, Lee M. ing a central at the atore of C. S. Chi Ids.
The murder of Ex-Senator Carmsck of
A direct wire to Lewlaton has been
Smith of Norway, last Thursday evening.
Tennessee is tbe outcome of two things
Several attended the Bates- Bowdoin strong by the Oxford County line, avoid- which are to be
deplored—tbe bablt of
game at Brunswick. Mr. Harry Pur- ing the delays formerly occasioned by
abuse in political contests, and
personal
from
to
wait
for
the
wire
ington, Dr. R. R. Tibbetts, H. H. Hast- being obliged
the hot blood and disregard of human
ings, F. L. Edwards, and Misses Maud Turner Center. Calls will now go di- life which are especially characteristic
rect.
the
and
Thurston
were
L.
Ruby
among
of our countrymen of tbe South, though
Mr. Frank L. Warren of Hartford bas
number.
not by any means confined to that secDr. and Mrs. Tibbetts were called to moved into the M. E. parsonage for the
Bethel.
Miaa Lad» Hall hu returned from a
visit of several week· with friend· in
Keene, Ν. H., and Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Straw and Mr. and
Mr·. Daniel Haatinga have returned
from Straw, Montana, where thej bave

principle

voiced

by

expounded

in

The writer

la

blm ia

tbe letter quoted below. Tbia letter waa
written by a reaident of Greater New
Fork to a local paper In an "up atate"
town of 3000 or 4000 inhabitant·, which
will call Blankton.

we

urging that aa a buaineaa enterpriae the
Now is the time for you to prepare for your Thanksgiving table.
people of tbe town do what they can to ;
make it a desirable place of residence for
It is as essential as the food, and the
to think of is good linen.
first
The
who can not af· ι
people of fixed incomesYork
ford to live in New
City in tbe table is not complete without it.
style they dealre. Some of the advan· I1
Give us a call and let us show you some beautiful designs in linen
poasessea are
tagea tbe town already
pointed out by tbe writer, and he then tint is η liable in quality and price.
suggests other things that would im-1!
conditions, aucb aa a supply of
etter water, the establishment of
Îrove
tbe

TRAY CLOTHS, pretty patterne, !5c,
ONE LOT DAMASK, fancy scroll
.r)Oc.
pattern, 72 inches wide, extra fine qual- 25p,
NAPKINS, pretty patterns, large and
Napkins to match,
ity, only f 1 37 1-2.
small ·ΐ7ββ, $1.00, 11.25, $1 50, 11.75,
24 inch, *4.75.
{ ONE LOT DAMASK, large assort- $2.50, $2 98, #3.98, $4.50.
{
LUNCH CLOTHS, pretty design», ;i
ment of designs, including snow drops,
inch, 75c, 98c; 30 inch, fine linen, il
anything looking toward establishing fancy scroll, sweet pea with bow knot extra large and fine quality, Si.9s, 50;
2".
saloons where they do not now exist.
and many others equally as pretty, 70 $2 50, $3 00.
00
a
1
f
Napkins
inches
yard.
wid·», only
The greatest village need is to get rid
TOWELS, plain and fancy border,
medium and large size, $2 50,
of the xaloona. Tbey are a stupendous to match,
damask, 20x1(5, 12 l-2c; fringe 15c.
business folly. "Qneer talk from a New 12 75,12 98.
HUCK TOWELS, cotton, 18x36. 10c;
Yorker,'1 some of your readers may say?
DAMASK, good linen, large assort- linen, 17x34. 12 l-2c; extra large, in hu< k
I am not so sure. I can go from my
house to my work in a dozen different ment of pattern?, 64 to 72 inches wide, and damaek, 25c, 29e, 37 I-2c; very lartfe
saloon except on
and fine quality, 50c, 75c, Sl.uO, #1.50.
waya without passing a
60c, 75c, 87 l-2c.
tbe railroad. Can you? I can walk for
friend
one
of
miles visiting the home
after another, crossing main arteries of
traffic, without even seeing a saloon.
Can you? Within tbe city I can show
20 and 22 inch, pretty pattern!»; they are
as IN NAPKINS SLIGHTLY SOILED, 1&,
areas several times as large
made the price $1.49 a dozen
i'ankton'a village limits, where there is as good in quality a» the 12.50,12 «8, but we've
and can be no saloon, open or secret.
Restrictions in tbe deeds have worked
tbe miracle. No man engaged la cutting lots out of bis ancient farms dreams
of omitting the saloon restriction. It
Even if he likes a
increases the value.
drink himself he keeps the saloons off
the property he offers for sale; that is

buildtbe streets,
employment
of a skilled architect for future building,
and so on. All this anggeation is on a
what he has
tiquare business basis, as is
to aay about tbe saloons, as given below.
We commend it to the oalm, cold-blooded consideration of any who would do

Ing Hoes

;

on

j

SPECIAL

Îou

tion.

That expressive saying that there is
not law enough in this country to put a
man worth ten million dollars in jail is
not disproved by the fact that Charles
W. Morse is now in the Tombs, and
must remain there for some weeks yet,
And so it is tbat many of the
even if lie escapes the fifteen-year prison business.
are practically
sentence which has been imposed. A newer aectiona of tbe city
little mure than a year ago bo was without tbia cloud upon property.
me:
People in Blankton have said totown.
reckoned at twenty millions or more,
and county
bnt now, according to his own state- "Blankton is a court
man.
like
drummers
and
The visiting lawyers
The ladies of the Baptist Circle held a ment, he is actually worth less than
We have to have hotels, and
a drink.
successful dinner at the vestry Wednes- nothing.
they can't keep open without bars. Beto
the
be
hash
seemed
day. Vegetable
what would the bar-tenders do for
feature.
About $10 waa
The expected revival of business in sides,
drawing
a living?"
nlaaro/)
following the election. Numbers of the
Ob very wen—11 you w&di. iu um humaster at the
industrie# are to increase their
0. C.

Casey, baggage
station, has been in Livermore Falls

for

week's vacation.
Buckfield Grange, located in the village, and Mountain Orange of North
Buck field, were entertained Saturday by
the Grango at East Hebron.
C. W. Shaw has been up the line of
the Grand Trunk Road buying apples
and potatoes the past week.
Mrs. A. W. Pottle is visiting her
daughter in Westbrook.
Schools in Hartford will close Nov. 27,
having an eleven weeks' term. The winter term commences Dec. 7 and conschools
Sumner
tinues ten weeks.
open Nov. 30 for a term of five weeks.
Misa Churchill, who taught the fall term
at the Brock School in this town, will go
to Parmington Normal for the winter,
and Mise Leora Foster, who taught in
Sumner, will tbach there this winter.
The term will commence Nov. 23. There
will probably be no school this winter in
what ia known aa the line school, aa
there will be too few scholars, several
having moved from that district recently.

a

large

force of workmen, patting something
like three-quarters of a million more
men at work, and the stock market is
feeling the effect by a boom beyond
anticipations. Probably the effects of
the business revival will be somewhat
felt in Maine, but perhaps no more than
was the business depression, which, to
tell the truth, has affected this state but
little, and was felt least of all in th&
country towns.

The New York World, the only one of
the great newspapers of New York
which aotively supported Bryan in the
recent campaign, although it characterizes Roosevelt as lacking in "nearly all
the elements except energy and determination that go to make an administrator of the first rank," nevertheless is urging bis election as senator
from New York. While some of us
who have the greatest admiration for
our strenuous president may be willing
to admit that he is a five thousand horse
power dynamo with a four thousand
horse power governor, yet there are few
Pond.
Bryant's
even of his severest critics who think
The public library lot has not been that we can afford to put the dynamo
secured yet. There are several avail- out of commission.
able locations near the center of the
village which the selectmen and comThe Democrat ia not ao poor in arithmittee have in view. The building will
metic as might appear from its sumuntil
be
erected
not
spring.
probably
of the electoral vote last week,
Many favor using cement blocks for mary
As
which gave Taft 321 and Bryan 158.
material, makiDg it durable and firethe total number of electoral votes is
proof.
mental calculaJ. A. Titus & Son have just reeeived a 483, it takes very alight
there waa an error—
carload of pressed hay from Michigan. tion to ahow that
an error of "inadvertence"—in
A large amount of bay baa been pur- simply
the figurea. Bryan's vote ahould have
chased in this section.
been given as 162, which is the number
Capt. C. C. Adams left Tuesday for he receives.
of his vessel.
New Tork to take

charge

high

school la closed for the presa little trouble.
It is
hoped that it will open again aoon.
Liuneus Cole and family are moving
from Buckfield to the Benjamin Davis
farm in Sygotch.
Many farmers are selling their potatoea at fifty centa per bushel. Several
carloads have been shipped lately to
Boeton.
Bert Davis of Sygotch ia in Conway
where he bas a large contract cutting
The

ent, owing to

Such is fame. A newspaper refers to
the sensational aspirations of "John K.
Kern, late Democratic candidate foi
vice-president." And how many of the
readers of that paper do you suppose
could tell what the error waa in hie
name?

timontal gush! I

Norway, Maine.

I

talking strictly
saloon argument is

wu

I

business. Ail that
The whole
moonshine.
the purest
civilized world is in different ways moving against the saloon for business reaHotels can run without bars; not
sons.
a dozen hotels but as many as you need.
Out of town lawyers may like whiskey;
let them bring it in the tail pockets of
their long black coats. As for the bartenders' business, theirs is an ill-paid,
short-lived, deepised business; you'll du
tbem a favor by driving tbem into useful, healthful and honored work. Sentiment! if I were to begin to talk sentiment—I could I You couldl The trage·
dies we have known! The cruel trage*
dins.
However let us stick to business. II

N.

Dayton
Have

...

a

Bolster & Co.
Full Stock of

Knitting

Talmar

...

Yarn,

All Wool and Cotton Fleeced Underwear for Ladies and Children.

you were building a ready-made city
like Gary, Ind., that the Steel Trust ii
building, there'd be no saloon in it
There is none at Gary, though 15,000
people are there already. The business
advantage is the same whether the towt
has one owner or a thousand. If you
have lots to market, or carpenter wort
to do, or cloth or fish, or meat or tin
ware to sell, your business policy is anti<
saloon. Even if you like whiskey your
self it is cheaper to hop on a car and gc
elsewhere for it than to harm the place
where you do business. It's an ill-bird
that foals its own nest. A whole section
in Brooklyn was once ruined for the drj
goods trade—and that ruin cost millions
of dollars—because women wouldn't gc
past a lot of saloons, with their un
decorative fringe of loafers to shop
There are places in every big city where
such causes make, as every retail mer
chant knows, a "right side" aud s
"wrong side" of the street to do busi
nees on.
Why not have two right sides!

Large Stock of Men's Working

Gloves and Mittens.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,,
33 MARKET

SOUTH

ΜΑΙΝΠ

Styles

New Fall

MIND YOUR BUSINESS!

If you don't nobody will. It is ynui
business to keep out of all the trouble
οαι
you can and you can and will keep
of liver and bowel trouble if you take
Dr. King's New Life Pills. They keej
biliousness, malaria and jaundice out o;
25c. at P. A. Shurtleff Λ
your system.
Co.'s drug store.

SQUARE,

PARIS,

in Shoes

Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.

"Thia is the moat unkindeet cut ol
all." The New York World publishes a
Abial M. Smith of Portland, for somi
very expressive and significant cartoon,
and hauling pine.
representing Banker Morse in priaon time one of the assessors of that city
Ladies' Vici Kid, Gun Metal Calf, Velour Calf, Wine Calf, a:u!
stripes for misappropriation of tlx has announced his candidacy for stati 1
bank's funds, and labeled, "Guarantee- assessor.
Weat Sumner.
Russet Calf. Also high cut storm Boots in Russet and Gun Meta! Cal!'.
ing bank deposits." And guarantee ol
Mrs. Julia Thorn was the guest of Mrs.
WATCHED FIFTEEN YEARS.
bank deposits was one of Bryan'a pet
Gents' Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Velour Calf, Box Calf,
Nellie Starbird last Sunday.
iasuea in the late campaign, and the
"For fifteen years I have watched tb< (
Mrs. James Davis and daughter Annie
in Button, Bals and Biucher cut. High cut Russet Storm Calf for stormy
World was supporting him !
working of Bucklen's Arnica Salve; anc
a few
of Scarboro are

apending

day·

with her brother, Deacon Moaes Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Noyea oi
South Paris were in town Tuesday.
The S. B. R Club met with Mra. V. M.
Barrett Thursday afternoon. There wax
a full attendance.
After roll call the
question box was opened, then came
in
readings
English and American history in the colonial period. Refreshments were served and a very pleasant
afternoon was spent. The club la postponed one week on account of Thanksgiving. The next meeting «rill be with
Mrs. Ella Chandler.
The ladies of tbe Baptist Circle will
serve a dinner in the vestry Wednesday,
Nov. 18th. If you do not know what
kind of a dinner that 1. come and see.
Dinner at the usual price.
Grorge Curtis was taken very ill with
appendicitis tbe night of the 8th inst.
which was Saturday. Sunday, about 4
ho was taken to North Paris and
λ. μ
from there a little later he was removed
to the Sisters' Hospital at Lewistou. Ht
was operated on Monday and is doing
well. Mr. Curtis was accompanied by
his wife, who has siuce returned t hei
home. Mrs. Curtis' mother, Mrs. liarriman, of Woodstock, is staying witli
ber.
During Mrs. Curtis' absenc<
Everett Robbins very kindly sent them ι
load of hard wood all fitted for the
stove.
The ladies of W. A. Barrows Woman'i
Relief Corps served tbeir annual anniver
Mary dinner in tbe vestry of the Uuivers
alist church last Wednesday. There wai

good attendance considering the rainj
The candy table was we)
patronized and the aprons sold readily
About eighty persons partook of the
dinner, after which a free enteitainraenl
a

weather.

was

given with the following program:

Motif. Barrett
Bertha Barrow*
Carrie Dam id
Mrs. V. M. Barrett
Mrs. Hat'le Curt!*
Annie Barrows

Song,
Recitation,
Recitation,

Song,

Recitation,
Récitation,
The Flower of the Family, a farce wltk
(he following cast of characters:
Mr*. Cora Tlbbetta
Polly Simpson,
Mr*. Simpson, mother of Polly,
Mrs. Lettle Ford

Mr*, flattie Curtis
Obamah Johnson, In love with Polly,
Charley Ryer*on.
The parta were well played especially
tbe part of Obadiab and the farce proved
to be very amusing. Mrs. Cora Tibbetta aeenred tbe quilt, which waa of
cotton crazy patchwojrk, and waa all
made ready for use. Every one waa
much pleased for Mra. Tlbbetta la an indefatigable worker for the Corps and deTbe gross receipts
aerves a reward.
were about $20. There are aome expenses to be paid. Among tbos? present
from out of town were Ur. and lira. F.
L. Wyman of Woodstock, who very
generously contributed a half bushel of
luscious pears for the dinner. We all
hope they will come again.

Mary, a

servant

girl,

leading figure in the business world.
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt and Reginald

it has never failed to cure any sore, boil
ulcer or burn to which it was applied
It has saved us mauy a doctor's bill,'
says A. F. Hardy of East Wilton, Maine
25c. at Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.

The Democratic papers insist that

This Is an Easy Test.
Sprinkle Allen'· Font-Kane In one «hoe am
not In the other, ami notice the difference. Jutt
tha thing to uee when rubber* or ovcinhoe* lx>
come ncceiuaiy, ami your ehoce eeciu to pinch
Sold Everywhere, He. Don't wcept any $ubtli

Old

tbeir aohool bouse
Misa Iona
Saturday evening, Nov. 7.
Littlehale of this place li the teaoher. A
abort entertainment waa given before
the boxea were sold. All report a very
enjoyable time.
Mr. and Mra. Β. K. Dow entertained
quite a family party Nov. 11. There
were present Mr. Dow's alater, Mra.
Jamea Da via and daughter, Mlaa Annie
Davis, of Scarboro, and hia brotbera, 6.
O. Dow of Durham, and M oae· Dow and
Mra. and Miaa
wife of West Sumner.
Davia remained a few daja.
Mr. and Mra. Joseph Noyee of South
Forbea District in

Vanderbilt

a

was

star reinsmen at the
Vanderbilt shine
horse show. In what field of activity
will the next generation of Vanderbiits
make good?
as

no

takes any interest in the publication
of the list of subscribers to the Republican campaign fund now the campaign is
Of oourse it ia their privilege to
over.
refuse to publish it if they see fit.
one

A deficit of over

John's Letter.
Do you ever count It among youi
experiences and your blessing» (?) thai
you bave been in attendance at publii
gatherings where there were speaker;
wliom you came expressly to hear, ant
who always had something worth bear
log, when some chump maundered or
interminably to the exclusion of thosi
you want to hear? Such a proceeding ii
ill manners to say the least. It ii
We have ii
egotism gone to seed.
mind one whose written words—ant
they are many—are Interesting to a de
>
are
gr?e, but whose spoken words
weariness to the flesh and a trial to th«
spirit—a blare of trumpet from start tr
finish, and the finish awaits in the haz>
distance. And when at last it does com<
you como forth feeling that yon have
passed through a blizzard. Strang*
that, with a half century's practice, the
rights of an audience should be ignored.
What iron-sided men our forefather»
must have been to survive the long
twe
drawn out Sabbath sermons of
One of the
hundred
ago.
yean
essential things to learn is when and
where to atop and then stop—short, like
grandfather's clock. It leaves a good
impression and adds strength even to a
weak speech. No matter if yon haven't
told all you know or intended to say.
At the least sign of uneasiness among
the throng, punctuate Nvith a full stop.
Don't start another sentence even if you
fancy it is a ronsing good one. Others
may not think so. It will keep If it is
worth keeping. If the sound should die
in your throat unuttered the world will
worry along after the same old fashion.

Getting uneasy? Witness

Call and See the New

Frothingham.

W. O.

South Paris,

Maine.

We have a large
line of Fur Coats in

Kanaka Wolf, Black
Martin, Thibet Buffalo,
Bear and Coon Skin.

made from
well selected skins, carefully
put together, have good linings and trimmings, are handThese coats

are

some, warm and durable.

Prices $18 to $50.
Try

one and yon will
not regret it.

J. F. PLUMMER,
Clothier and Furnisher,
31 riarket

South Paris.

Square,

my dot.

John.

THANKSGIVING.

Dr. Austin

Shoes and Watch for $2.50

Tenney,

GOVERNOR COBB'8 PROCLAMATION.
No State la truly great nor can lone endure
Hut does not appeal to God for strength In adversity and humility In sucoess. Tbe year now Will be at his Norway office over C.
drawing to a dose la filled with signs both of
warning and enoonragement and that their real F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,
meaning may not be misunderstood should be
the prayer of all those who love their country
Now.
and who hope for public and Individual well
10 A. Bf. t· 4 P. H.
being under tbe development of her resources
aad laws.
Now, therefore, I, William T. Cobb, Governor
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
of the State of Maine, In recognition of tbe custom established by oar forefathers and followed warranted
appoint
by succeeding generation» do hereby
day ana ask
Thursday, Nov. SS, astoThanksgiving
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
devote themselves earnthe people of Maine

Ooullst,

Friday,

estly to Its observance and servloe.
Tbe spirit In which the festlvsl waa conceived
and the traditions which surround It should In
cllne all to expressions of gratitude and acts
Material prosperity may well
of kindness.
prove to be a menace to social order unless
sooompanted by a full sense of Its obligations
and limitations, but when In tbe hearts of a peothere abide reverence and charity, the State
safe and the future secure.
Given at the executive chamber this tenth day

Pari· visited tbeir ion, George Noyee of November, 1906, by the Governor with the
advloe and consent of the oooacll.
and family, roaotlj.

If you
or

Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

Salesmen Wanted
to look after our interest in Oxford
and adjacent counties.
Salary or

watches

j

boy

and

Shoe, you

are

1-2, 3, 3 i-j, 4, 4 1-2, 5
get both shoes and a watch for

wear a 2

can

over for $1.00.
Remember all sizes from 2

sold the world

both for $2 50.

|The

Address, The Victor 1
Oil Company, Cleveland, 0. 45*46
Commission.

5

arc a

1-2

and
$2.50. These shoes are good style, medium weight
These
or
bett
for
every day.
setviceable, all right

90lh,

satisfactory.

Ele

Styles.

Fur Coats

110,000,000 in the

also said that over $9,000,000 of this
amount ia in increase of salaries t«i
various employes of the department. It
is at least refreshing to have a portion
of the deficit laid at the door of some
thing besides the newspapers.

weather.

4541

lute.

post office department, the largest on
record, is reported for the last fiscal
year by the postmaster general. It it

North Parta.

Mr. and Mra. M. S. Bubier visited hia
brother, Frank Bubier, in Oxford, Nov. 8.
Bora, Not. 9, to the wife of Frank
Keene, a eon.
Several from here attended the box
aupper given by tbe acholara of tbe

Commodore

You get

1-2 to

5

1-2.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,
Opera

Houee Block, Norway, Maine.

The βχίοτβ

Thanksgiving Thursday of

Semucr*t

"Of

it?

SOCTHPARIS.
vJRASD TBÛMK BAILWAT.
SOCTH PARIS

,lt»vro(eMi)-a«

„

u'ï.-V-cpt
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tp*

ti'
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CHURC.ae.

Congregational Church. Rev. Δ. T. Mc-

ι·....

I^htngwrrtc·,

»:«* »,
rvHtor.
-".-hool 11:43 Α. Μ., « P. S. C. Β·· 8ΛΙ
<
Kvenlng service 7.00 P. M.; Church
v\,
meeting Wednesday evening at 7 :M r. *.
,..Λ
are cordially ln:.1 otherwise connected,
«
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ι THIS WAS

THE

RESULT OF SATURDAY'S

HEARING IX ASSAULT CASE.

Church, liev. T. N. Kewley, Pastor.
10:00 A. *.:
(t. ,..· >Sv. morning prayertneetlng
Sabbath School
ν tig service 1«V45 a.
Η M Kb worth League Meeting 6 <» p. *;
evening 7 30; class
,,k.. 'r meeting Wednesday
Friday veoltlg 7:30.
Chesbro, I
κΓί',ΐ Church. Kev. J. Wallace
Congvegational vestry
on Sunday. preachlug service 10:45 A.
μ
Y. P. S. C. E.. erlJ p.
I \
.ib v hool 12
The Swastika Orchestra are engaged
Wednesday even to
!
... r meeting 7 <*>»·.
play for the Thanksgiving ball at
All are ;
Seats free.
ivcr -ervlce 7:»).
West Pari*. The hall will occur on
Paetor.
J.
II.
Rev
Little.
*1 'u'r-allst Church,
Thanksgiving eve, Wednesday, the 25th.
-ervlce every Sunday at 10 43 Α. M
p.,
School at 12 M. Junior Cnlon at 3 30
The Pythian Sisters will give a supper
>
,
\ V C. U. at 7 P. m.
r m
followed by an entertainment and social
Thursday evening November 19, at 0:45,
STATED ΜΚΕΠίίββ.
Supper and entertainRegular in K. P. Uall.
No.
94.
u
Lodge,
M.-Parl
\
,
·■
Everybody invited.
Tuesdav evening on or before full moon. ment 20 cents.
·■',
7> κ
Mount Mica Lodge, reeular « <etThere will be a harvest supper in the
ursdav evening of each week.—Aurora
m
ri ret and third Monday evening»
ment,
Baptist vestry next Friday from 6:30 to
K,*
7:30, to be followed by an entertaiument
Mount Pieasan. Rebekah Lodge, No. I
20
second and fourth Friday β of each consisting of tableaux and music.
cents for supper and entertainment; 10
iq Odd Fellows' Hall.
!
; -W. K. Kimball Poet. No. 148, meets ; cents for entertainment.
!
thir l Saturday evenings of each
g.
it; In U. A. R. Hall.
3
The annual Thanksgiving concert will
u
K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of tue t». A.
in the Congregational church
a-<i tn I third Saturday evenings of : be given
tl
at 7 o'clock, by
.nth. in Grand Arm.? Hall,
j on Sunday evening next assisted
s
\ —Joshua L. Cham>>erlaln Camp meets the bent local
talent,
by Miss
»-.·
third Tuesday evenings of each month.
M.
Louise
Staples, soprano at the Con1
h.—t*:trls range. iron. May 1 to "Jet. 1,
An offer·
Saturday; during the gregational church, Norway.
r-t and third
In
r of the year, meets every Saturday,
T
ing will be taken, and it is hoped that it
Hall.
to-^r·.··
U.C.—Second and fourth Mon<lays of will be a generous one.
t.
;st

Farm

Buildings Burned.

_

■

—

OSCAR K. TURNER OF HARTFORD LOSES
LARGE

HOUSE ANI) BARN.

East Sumner, Nov. 13.
The valuable farm buildings of 0*car
E. Turner of Hartford were totally consumed by fire on Thursday afternoon.
Mr. Turner, wbo had been at work in
bis blacksmith shop, first discovered it
and hastened to put it out, but being
alone and the fire under such headway,
he was unable to do so. A high wind
prevailed and the flames soon set the
barn on fire, but Mr. Turner managed to
Have his floe herd of Hereford stock, but
little "f his household effects were
saved. His wife had gone out to a
neighbor's and the fire which evidently
started in the cook room got quite a
good start before it was discovered.
(
The loss will be heavy as the buildings
BOLSTKK DISTRICT.
were in good condition and well furnishFlattie Gowell has the mumps.
ed. The place was known formerly as
C. F. Penley was at J. S. Brown's last the James Glover farm and was near the
Moses Young place. At this writing it
! Friday.
is nut known whether Mr. Turner will
Elsie Chapman is staying with her rebuild, or
just what insurance was on
aunt, Mrs. John Small.
the buildings. At best, it will be a
on
heavy loss.
Mason is making

j

V y
0<

:i

Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
a 1 and fourth Wednesday evenings
month.
C. Mimlln Lodge, No. 31, œeeu every
veiling »t Pythian Hall.
>.

P.—Stony

—

ν-

F Morse read at an entertainment
at UVstbrook Thursday evening.
Mr and Mrs. tie orge R Morton have
u Boston for the past few days.
be
\

M Walker started Saturday (or
Κ vans' camps at Errol fora deer

! i-ri'v

F II

hiiJt.

and Mrs. J. Wallace Chesbro
ruined the C. E. society Friday

;.ι·ν

eveoing.

Emery

Dr.

King's

repairs

barn on the Pratt farm.

Dr ami Mrs. King were at their summer home here last Tuesday and Wed-

nesday.

Del Witham is the new man carrying
the cream on this road to the South
Paris butter factory.

Sandfordism.
C. C. Dearborn of South Paris, who

claims to be the most wonderful seer on
earth, after visiting Shiloh and seeing
what their real propelling powers are,
has now concluded to announce by
lectures the entire Sandford problem
from A to Z, its cause and its effect»,
aUo how the matter should be dealt
with. The above has for many years
heen the greatest unsolved problem that
Oe
Maine has ever had to deal with.
will also give other true experiences that
will both interest and surprime you. His
lectures will bo strictly from a Bible
standpoint, adapted to all classes and
creeds, and offensive to none.
He nays he has no desire to make his
lectures a money scheme; that he will j
give free lectures with a collection in ,
any village that will call him and furnish
him free entertainment and a speaking;
place. In this way you can get something new, and the poor classes can fare
equally with those in better circum-
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r*AM
Regular meeUng of Oxford Lodge,
to
before full βοοη. tofordT
Evening, on or
No. 29.
^ ^
before full

N0.lt

^
WrfnMdayjveη
Oxfonl

Mumble.

"^^^Pfullmoon

^ArteM^e«. wèdne«l»y evening after
Lodge,

"ÎïHfV -Norway
Lodge.-Regular
IUli

H Odd rellowe·

every

meeting

Tue^£ Evening

...

Peter Perry,
Howard McPhee,

...

Joseph Wat'on,
Joseph Dube,
of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block Simeon Laroche,
Edmond Tardlff,
Isaac Bernstein,
Robert F. Dearborn,.

amffourth Friday

.......

Burglary
A duller ν

Felonious assault,
Felonious assault.
Attempted prison breach,
Attemptedprlaon breach,
Liquor nuisance,
Liquor nulsanoe,
Single sal»,
Single sale,
Search and selsure,
Search and seizure,
Single sale,
Single sale,
Single sale,
Single sale,
Search and selsure,
Single sale,
8lngle aale,
Common seller,
Common seller
Common seller
Common seller
Common seller,
........

.....

...

...

....

Common seller
Common seller
Search and aelxure,
L'quor nuisance

Liquor nuisance,
Liquor nulsanoe,
Common seller,
Liquor nuisance,
month.
James Gallagher,
Liquor nuisance,
Lawrence Lavorgna, Search and seizure,
Search and seizure,
Nicholas Gentil",
Search and seizure,
Jame* McGee,
Kvenlng Wm. MoCafferty
Single sale,....
Eustace F. Bennett,. Single sale,
A.R. Hall. Mon- Eva La lie'.le,
Liquor nuisance,
Ben Marquis,
Liquor nuisance,
Common seller,
James Gallagher,
Search and seizure,
Ben Marquis
Search and seizure,
Joseph Dougay,
Single sale
James Gallagher,

^RC-MeetelnNewG.
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Liquor
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William D. Trufant, who was elected
September representative tot hi
legislature from Durham, died Mond'j
morning at bis home. He was 34 yean
>f age.
in

The growth of Maine's summer busistatement tha
ness U indicated by
η teu years the valuation of the town of
has increased from $17o,000 to

...

sixty days and
six months.

Thirty days or

....

Thirty days or...
8tx months In Anburn work

held to
Fred Davis of Wbitefield
iwait tbe action of tbe gra"d J"1"?1
'barged with the murder of George
Dunham, a Spanish war veteran, whose
body was found in bis room in Chelsea
lome ten days since.
is

17 86
200 00

Bond forfeited In....
Three months In Jail
Verdict, "Not Guilty."

day In jail

One

with satlefac

Typewriters and

Office Supplie·, 83 Market St, Portland, Me. 4»>-7

year's work, where offendagainst the liquor law have pleaded
guilty and are at liberty until tbey again
offend, when tbey may be haled into
court and committed forthwith, without
trial, and of tbeee practically every one
from the last

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

ers

In the matter of
IRA O. BROWN,

)
} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the FToh. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die-

trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
O. IIROWN, of Rumford, In the Coun<
Maine,
State of
and
ty of Oxford,
tn said District, respectfully represents that
of
November, 10ft7, he was
on the 18th day
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and wights
of property, and has fully complied with all the
requirement· of uld Acte and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said

is Included in the list above as having
been punished by fine or imprisonmeni
within twelve months.
The record of Mr. Barnes' work is one
of which he may be proud; and for
which the couuty should certainly be

IRA

grateful.

The water in Messalonskee Lake at
Oakland is the lowest ever known. Tbe Bankruptcy Acta, except such debts
by law from such discharge.
manufacturing places are but staggering excepted
Dated this 19th day of September, A.

hay

are

on

taking

bound upward.

a

a·

are

D. 1008.
IRA O. BROWN, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

day.

There is power for
the Waterville & Oakroad and that can not run
Wells are still failing and
before known to give out
are dry.
Many farmers are hauling water from the lake for distances of one to
three miles. Wood, butter, eggs and

through the
but one car
land electric
every hour.
several never

diktkict

of

Maine,

ss.

On this 14th day of Nov., A. D. 1908, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be had
upon the same on the 4th day of Dec., A. D.
1908, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at tho said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

Tbe principal Industry of the town of
East Macbias bas been wiped out by two
fires, both apparently of incendiary
origin, which have destroyed tbe mills
of tbe East Macbias Lnmber Co. Tbe
steam saw and planing mill valued with stated.
Witness tho Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
its stock, finished and unfinished, at
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port130,000, was burned on the night of the land,
in said District, on the 14th day of Nov.,
7th, while another mill belonging to the A. D. 1908.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
several
burned
same
[L. 8.J
company was
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
months ago.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

We

are

In Buckfield, Nov. 9, Henry G. Shaw, aged 56
yea re.
In Ilumford, Nov. 10, Baetlna Margllgnonc, a
native of Italy.
In Andover, Nov. 7, Mrs. Loulea Dunlap
Grover. widow of Jonathan Grover, aged 92
years.
In Augueta, Nov. 7, Mrs. Annie, widow of
Herbert W. Cuinmlngs, of Lockc'e Mills.
In Oxford, Nov. 10, Mrs. Lizzie Konnlson.
In Norway, Nov. 9, Dr. Charles D. Noble, aged
66 years.
In
Pond, Nov. 3, Harold II., son of
Mr. ana Mrs. Erneet Gammon, aged 7 months.

Bryant's

xeriously injured. The dead man u
John Mihalis, a Greek, 80 years of age,
and two of the injured men are alec

Greeks.

F. H. NOYES CO.

HOrway

Soutli Paris

SPECIALS

Saturday, Nov.

Testing Eyes

Mrs. Rachel M. Fernald, a real daugh
ter of tbe Revolution, died at her homt
in Kittery Tuesday. She was 00 yean
of age and was the widow of ReynoUl
Fernald. Her father was a Revolution
She leavei
ary soldier named Frost.
two daughters.

is not

a

work,

nor

matter

is it

a

of guess

matter of

pairs of readyIt is a
glasses.
science governed by prin
trying

Captain A. C. Scott of the fishing ves
sel Susia B. of Kastport was knocke
overboard and drowned during a heavj
squall near Grand Manan, Ν. B., Tburs
dav The body was not recovered
Captain Scott was about 40 years old
He leaves a wife and six children.

on

made

ciples

which

none

but

one

who has studied the anatomy of the eye understands—no guess work in

Tbe Maine State Pomological Soclet;
held its annual meeting at Watervil 1
laat week, with Interesting and profit
able sessions. William Craig of Aubur.
The societ,
was re-elected president.
will ask the legislature to make a .pec «
an
for
expérimenta
appropriation

methods

our

A Good Assortment of Kitchen
Ware such as You Need Every
Day, 5 and 10c.

Yours sincerely,

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

1

ï

of

testing

from time to time and at all times forever hereafter from all the land on said Pleasant Mountain
which was owned by Caleb Warren on the
twenty-dfth clay of November, A. D. 1872, such
an amount of wood as shtll be necessary for
use In any and all buildings for public accommodation which said grantee, his heirs or assigns,
shall erect or c»U;e to be erected on or at the
foot of said mountain, but reserving and exceptsaid
ing all the hemlock timber that was onabove
1872. The
premises November 25th, A. D.same
that were
described premises arc the
conveyed to said Company by said Walker and
Charles A. Scrlbner by thelt»warranty deed
dated September 4, A. D. 1900, and recorded in
said Registry book 97, pages 96-7-8.
6 Pleasant St., South Pari·. Me.
A lso the right of way leading from the top of
said mountain as conveyed In said deed, and
SOCK
also all right, title and Interest of said corporation In and to all rights of way described and
NOTICE OF WARNING.
granted by said deed ;
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
WHEREAS, my wife, Klmlra Allen, has left
now therefore, by reason of
my bed ami board without J u«t cause, I hereby has been broken,
breach of the condition thereof I claim a
the
forbid all persons trusting or harboring her on
foreclosure of said mortgage.
rav account after this date.
EDWARD C. WALKER.
South Paris, Maine, Nov. 16, 1908.
November 14,1908.
WILLIAM E. ALLEN.
46-48

Our Work is Guaranteed.

orchard.

Little John Curzelis, Jr., the 7-yeai
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Joh° C"rz®'
of Portland, was burned so badly Sal
urday evening that he died a few hour
In the temporar;
later In the hospital.
absence of his mother he was playlni
with the fire at the kitchon stove, an<
His mother wa
set fire to his clothes.
burned in trying to extinguish th

S.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.

badly

flames.

Relief for Women.

favor of

A.

RHtBTLEFF Λ, CO.

Best Catarrh Doctor

F.

A.

the Latest correct models are
shown in this line.

always

We know of

For the

bronchitis, asthma, hay
fever, coughs, colds, grip

They

is the best

and croup.
It's easy to cure yourself
with Hyomei. Pour a few
drops In the little inhaler,
The
and breath it In.
healing, soothing and antiseptic air will reach every
nook and crevice of the
mucous membrane of the
nose and throat ; will stop
the irritation almost Im-

make
we

a

most

equal
quality, in perfection

have

ever

Our

cut in the latest fashion

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes·

H, B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on

Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
A

good

stock of Machine

$a.oo
35

to

cts. to

$5.00

mediately; will allay the

drive out
the
the foul odor; kill
disease.
the
and
cure
germs
"My wife has been using
Hyomei for two months for
catarrh. She has received
benefit
more relief and
than from any other treatment.»—K. S. Parrett, Jef- ■■
fersonville, Ο.
: F. A. Shurtlefl à Co., the druggist

inflammation;

display

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE
NIOHT ROBES and SKIRTS.

JAPANESE

AT THE PHARMACY OF

'"·

CASTORIA fir Infuts and Children.
Iki KM Ym Hin Ajwajs Beught

r. A. «OTTBTLKFF 4 CO.

®
*

complete

assortment of the

Millinery

is most. attractive.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

$1.00 each.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

sell Hyomei (pronouncedHlgh-ο me) ac •1
guarantee it. A complete outfit, inclut
ing Inhaler, only costs |1.00.

a

Our fall and winter line of

each.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

JJ

Pipe, Fittings,
City Water.
repairing of

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

season

in the windo.vs

F. A. lUTRTLErr * CO.

Etc.

Electric Power and Light.
grod business in general

Crown fluslin Underwear.

INFANT BASKETS
65 cts. to $1.00 each.
WASTE PAPER BASKETS. ...40 cts. to $1.00 each.
BASKETS at 50 cents each.
assortment of

A big
Notice the

Screws, Bolts, Nuts,

Valves and Plumbing Supplies.
All in running order and doing a
machine work and plumbing. Address,

shown.

STAND WORK BASKETS
SEWING BASKETS

The A. C.

A well established business.

Also

this

ideas.

This store is ths home of

SHURTXEFF * CO.

assortment

of tailor-

ing and in fit. We can take
good care of men who want
good wearing all wool fabrics,

Holiday Season.

acceptable gift.

other clothes

no

them in excel'ence of

to

BASKETS

This is the little Hyomei
inhaler, a doctor that has
cured many thousands of
sufferers from catarrh,

our

CLOTHES;

Ν
99&9V*
F.

one

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

..

i.

of

GOOD
the prominent points in
STYLE is

John O. Robinson, lale of Canton, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Mary A. Robinson, tbe executrix
therein named.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

eyes.

21.

A Nice Line of Outings for 10c.

i>ersons

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WHEREAS Mount Pleasant Hotel Company,
dav
by Its mortgage deed, dated the twenty-third
of May, A. D. 1902, and recorded In Oxford
Western District Registry of Deeds, book 97,
a
pages 98-101, conveyed to me, the underslgne 1,
certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings
thereon, situated In Denmark In the county of
Oxford, In said State, ami on Pleasant Mountain,
and bounded as follows, to wit :
Commencing at the southerly end of Green
Pinnacle, so called, at a point marked H H H (cut
In the ledge), run north about eighty-one degrees
east by land formerly owned by Henry Warren
tlfiy rods, more or less, to a red oak tree;a thence
northerly forty-six rods, more or loss, to white
birch tree near the spring; thence north about
seventy-nine degrees west sixty rods, more or
less, to land and line of land formerly, If not
now, owned by Harnden and McKenney; thence
southerly by said last-named land and line to
line of land formerly owned by Henry Warren ;
thence easterly by said last named line to the
first named point,—containing twenty acres,
more or less;—with the full right, title and
privilege of cuttlog, taking away and using

Compare

Looking for Your Business. Look Us Up.

Interested in either of the estate.
herclnafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of Nov., In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eight. The following matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Obdkrkd:
That notlco thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to bo held at Paris, on the
third Tuesdny of Doc., A. D. 1908, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause.
To all

Visit Us
Get Prices

A LADY'S FUR COAT

Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,

In South

$75.

A MAN'S FUR LINED COAT

Condensed Statement of the

Died.

By the fall of a derrick at the Conj
High School addition in Augusta Tuesday, one man was killed and four wert

;

representative

Merrill A Closson,

Interview.

.....

Ϊ3· ΐί&

Tbe party that is scouting for gypsy
moths in York County is finding an unexpected lot of them. It is faftrily
probable that they can get them all, butβ
they will have reduced next year
supply by many millions.

I

WAWTED
We want district

tory reference·, on salary or commission basli·
On rccelpt of replv you will receive a personal

Range of Prices

A MAN'S FUR COAT

WK WANT MES TO SELL

new

a

of $16 up to

they

Every description of Insurance, Including a
form of Accident and Health, which pay«
the Doctor's bills without extra cost. Write Gen
eral Insurance Agency, 104 Exchange St., Port
4*M"
7 83 land, Me.

38 67
1177

Verdict, "Not Guilty."
One day In Jail

Furs with

PROBATE NOTICES.

David Tilton Wbitten, a member oi
the junior class at Colby College, fell on
ihe stairs of the fraternity Ibouse Thursday in such a way as to break his neck,
tie was 1Θ years of age, and was verj
popular in the college.

Mother Gray Co.. Le Roy, S.

1205

jail

We Have Various Kinds of

tablets,
Paris,

Co.,

Thirty days

have the reputaa large line of

we

carrying

of the GORDON & FURGERSON and LEAH FUR MANUFACTURING CO. makes.

nothing

prepared
packages;

one.

RELIABLE COATS

Parle, Nov. 10, to the wife of Merton
of Lovell, Maine.
TltUH, a (laughter.
In North Pane, Nov. 9, to the wife of Frank E.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Keene, a eon.
$ 2fi 28
In Greenwood, Nov. 1, to the wife of Grover Cash In oflice anil hank
19f57
Assessments unpaid
Cleveland Yateo, a eon.
50 0O
\ II other assets
In Eabt Bethel, Nov. V, to the wife οf George
Ha'nei, a son.
$ 95 95
Grose cash assets,
'n Stow, Oct 27, to the wife of Albert Qutnt, a
eon.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1907.
In Berlin, Ν. H., Nov. 6, to tbe wife of Gur117 M
Losses unpaid
ehon P. Rick ford, a daughter.
In Norway, Nov. C, to the wife of Wm. F.
$ 17 55
Total liabilities
Browo, a daughter.
7H 40
Net cash assets,
Premium note* nulJect to assessment,...$1,810 M)
deduct all assessments and payments,., 1,533 93
Married.
$3,276 87
llahnce due on premium noter
Ε. F. STEARNS, Secretary.

;hildren.

Tbe

tion of

night.
time, day
particularly
aged
children,
they
possibly injure
thing
just
organism. They
candy,
they
they
habit,
acquired through
ordinary
permanently
physic,
constipation

they
They

Thirty days
Thirty days and

C.

trade,

■"yiSLE'S.' ϊί··ι.Τ»?.

You know

110 00
151 SO
recommend Rexall OrWe
250 00
delicate or
for
per250 00 derlies
do not contain any500 00 sons because
190 01
most
the
could
that
250 00
as easy
are
250 00 delicate
and ualike other prepas
take
2»
to
120
120 29 arations for a like purpose
do not
112 74
overcome
a
but instead
65 00 create
the
55 00 the cause of habits
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Oren F. Smith of the Deering district,
Portland, was struck by a tram and
tilled at a crossing near his home Fri
iay evening. He was a carpenter by
and leaves a widow and tbrei
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William A. Frye of Newport, 82 year*
!f age, was struck by a train when croesat Newng the track near the station
port Thursday, and received injuries
ivhich are expected to prove fatal.
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If you suffer from constipation in any
form whatever, acute or chronic, we will
guarantee to supply you medicine that
will surely effect a cure if taken with
regularity and according to direction·
for a reasonable length of time. Should
the medicine fail to benefit you to youi
entire satisfaction, we promise that it
shall oost you nothing.
No other remedy can be compared with

.........
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Liquor nuisance,
Joseph Κ lain,
F-Elm Tree Colony. No. 199, a«U Simeon Laroche,.... Liquor nuisance,
of
each
evening»
fourth
Wednesday
and
second
Charles Gowell,
Liquor nuisance
Albert Martin
Liquor nuisance,
miTDln ci Γ —Norway Commandcry, No. 247, Cornelius
Sullivan,.. Liquor nuisance
ineete eocônd andfourth Thursday evening, oi Thomas Williams,... Single sale
James Gallagher,
Liquor nuisance,
0#£h
Caatle, No. 2, meet· In Ryer- W. W. Gardner,
Single aale,
Liquor nulsanoe,...
George Seavey,
Fred A. Russell
L'quor nuisance,
Elmore Blalsdell,.... Liquor nuisance.........
September.
I sad ore Dragoon,
Cruelty,
Burglary,
C Β Cummings & Sons have a crew Fred Ducas,
Illegal use of Union label
Marx,
Harry
of men at work on the lake recovering
Loren M. Gordon,... Cruelty,—
are
AI ling prison breach,...
w lifted Oullette,
stray and eunken logs. The logs
Charles Bartlett,
Larceny
olaced on the shore of the lake and
Violation of game law,..
Leon O. Irlt-h,
be hauled to the village by the firm β ( W. G.
Assault and battery
Pratt,
time.
ΐβΛΓπ &t some liter
Larceny,
Pearl Cole,
.1
Forgery,
Geo. Yelbmert,
Large timbers have been landed
Aiding prison breach
* Geo. Yelbmert,
erly of Bridge Street to be "8ed
and
Josephine
near future in rebuilding the oldI Cole Hattle Wilson
Obstructing sheriff,
dam, now owned and operated by C.
This record of our retiring county atbis service,
moved from th. torney for the last year of
for itself as to the efforts of Mr..j
Walker house on Bridge Street to the speaks
Barnes to preserve order and enforce the
Tubbs house on Main Street near the
law.
tannery brook hose house.
Of the seventy-four cases Anally disMany Norway people
of as above, in the last year, but
BBted in the extenbion of the Mecnan c j posed
two escaped punishment, by verdict of
Falls and Lewieton electric road to Nor
Yelbmert and Ouilette,
It is thought by many that John juries, namely,
wav
with complicity in the attempt
B. Robinson's offer to construct a bridge charged
to break jail last May when Jailer Farrar
at hie own expense if the road is bu
was injnred.
through Oxford village will have much
There appear on the criminal docket
influence in the matter.
of the court thirty-one cases, arising
Η Ο. Stimson has opened a mea
market corner Main and Bridge Streets,
formerly occupied as an eating saloon or
Maine New» Note*.
restaurant.
^
y improving
the old Reed homestead at the head of
Governor-elect Fernald was one of th.
Main Street. Tbe stable has been
uneakersat the annual banquet of thi
ed from the westerly to the easterly side Maine Sooiety of New York Thursday
„f the house, the old
ι evening.
bv modern ones and the whole place is
Another gunning accident near Ban
on an entirely new appearance.
when a hunter shot h
Samuel J. Record bas broken ground cor un tbe Otb,
in the left side; but th<
for the erection of a new building on companion
'ot of wound wae not fatal.
Main Street adjoining the car
!
ibe Electric Street
John French, a boy of seven year*
ith
Wednesday by at
was killed at Camden
electric car in front of which he wai
and «'· buildiDR erected in playing at recess time.
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10 years In state prison
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Will Walker of Auburn was the
Mrs. Scott Poor of Chapman, Kansas,
.f her aunt, Mrs. O. H. Bumpus, a was the guest of Mrs. A. B. Talbot last
f-a days last week.
Tuesday. Mrs. Poor and her husband
Dresser were former residents of Andover but
>. Burbank and Danie Ε
on have lived in the west for nearly forty
>: i; ted Saturday morning for Upton
years, this being her first visit to Maine
: cir annual deer huntiug trip.
for thirty-nine years. She is visiting
Portland
Miss Nellie Jackson goes to
friends in various parts of the state and
at
in
take lessons
piano
.·.· a week to
will returu to Kansas in about a month
Clavier School conducted by F. L.
1 Un kin.
Test of Water Pressure.
The tiret official test of the pressure on
r.iesday evening of this week the Fan
1'ani will have one of their good times the pipes of the Norway Water Co. since
at their hall.
Supper will be served at the new reservoir was put iu was made
last Wednesday afternoon. It was in
t· .;<» sharp.
charge of a representative of the New
The Seneca Club meets this Monday
England Underwriters' Exchange, who
:·ν»·ηΐηϋ with Mrs. W. P. Morton. Mrs. was sent here for the
purpose. A test stances.
.lia Ward Howe is the topic of the
was made at Norway, and the men who
According to the Lewiston Weekly.
t oning's programme.
handled the apparatus, with officers of Journal of Nov. 4, Mr. Dearborn has a
the
inof
Dodge
and
other
Berry
the Norway Water Co.
\. L. Campbell
Πβ has been in
most wonderful gift.
Newbury port, Mass., has been in terested parties, then came over here.
Paris for ten years, is a member of Paris
week canvassing the ret vtu the past
First connection was made with three
Grange, and is a good and reliable citi·
!
taii grocery trade with teas and coffees. hydrants, the one in Market Square, the zen.
the
and
Mrs
of
in
front
one
Hounds',
and churches will do well to
Granges
Heath
The Rebekahe enjoyed another eo'one near Samuel Richards'. These are call him on the most liberal terms.
iable after lodge Friday evening. Hot
iu in place of the
six-inch
put
hydrants,
were
balls
corn
buttered pop corn and
old four-inch oues last summer, and are
most excellent
served for refreshments. Another will
three of tbe four six-inch hydrants iu To Increase Penalty for Assault.
weeks.
be held in two
To each one length of hose and a
town.
been very brisk, but1
A petition asking the next legislature
Register of Probate Albert I). 1'ark one-inch nozzle were attached. The to make the penalty for criminal assault
whole the industry ban expenencat'ended the November term of Probate inspector attached hiR pressure gauge to on women and girls much greater than
sd very little trouble during the past j
Court at Rumford last Tuesday. Mrs. a hydraut, and Chief Etiginee- Bowker at the
present time, is being circulated vear in not having orders to
I'ark accompanied him as far as East also attached a pressure gauge to the around the town.
Of course every
The first break in the Cumminge \
Sumner and visited relatives there.
standpipe in front of Odd Fellows' woman and every man who Rtands for
occurred Friday at a polo·
Block.
order and decency will want to ly
the Savings Bank. It was |
good
Oscar L. Peavey of Sand Point, Idaho, •
opposite
folthe
Mr. Bowker's gauge showed
of his brothsign it. It is hoped that this petition is repaired with slight delay.
ι» here visiting the families
85
figures: Standing pressure,
the begiuning of a good work that will
The Mothers' Club met with Mrs
ers-in-law, J. P. Richardson and William lowing
with oue stream on, 80 pounds;
K.
Frank V. Barker Tuesday afternoon. Au
Culbert. Before returning home, he will pouuds;
upread through the whole state.
three
streams,
two
70
streams,
pounds;
entertainment was provided and a most
make a hunting trip into the Maine
The inspector's gauge
<!0 pounds.
Suicide of Harold A. Jewett.
afternoon
reported. Atwoods.
showed a little higher figures, ranging
who
The body of Harold A. Jewett,
tendance was unnsuaUy large.
Two deer came down on the train and from about S7 standing pressure to 00 had been missing for several days, was
A teat of the Norway Water Co. s sys
were
put off here Saturday morning. with three streams on.
found in a gully back of the Eastern te m was made on Main Street Wedne
a
other
good
One «as a small one. the
I tiret? streams were men lurown irum Promenade in Portland Sunday afterlay afternoon. At one hydrantniarl·
sized buck
They belonged to A. W. one hydrant with about the same result. noon. The throat was cut, an<l near the J.
ehoe
Bangs' store, one near the Smith
shot
were
and
Harlow,
C.
Ben*ou au«l E.
A nifve was then made to tbe court
F. Bra
was a razor identified as being the
-tore and tbe third at Dr. B.
body
^
one
two
streams
with
where
on,
in Newry.
house,
It is supposed that he
dead man's.
The test proved very satisat each hydrant, the inspector's gauge committed suicide, though tbe cause of fantjirv as the renort shows.
Mrs. ueorge ». ΐ/π<νκηι ·» ■» «»«·««showed 58 pounds, which about cor- the deed is not known.
Jewett was
The Elm House property has been :
husetts un a visit to her daughter»»,
with the results obtained when about 25
years of age, and went from jold by Capt. W. W. Wbitmarsh to
Mrs. C. A. Record of Abingtoa, Mrs. responds
comtbe
made
was
the
test
county
by
where
to
Miss
Portland,
the town of Denmark
Ellsworth E. Young. Mr. Young will I
I,tH>nS. Fairbanks of Newton, and
missioners a few weeks since. On Wed- he had been employed for some time,
in the near
Kthel C. Crockett, who is teaching in
3pen the honse to the public
to
nesday the two streams were put on
recently as a grocery clerk.
Future. The property will be thoroughBridgewater.
above
the roof of the court house, going
it a
ly repaired and improved to make
Persons having articles for the mission the eaves all clear.
Italian Killed by Derrick.
Mr.
modern house in all respects.
to
them
to
discussion
or
les»
are
carry
was
m«ire
barrel
There
requested
An Italian by the name of Bastian foung will open a livery stable in conMrs. L. C. Morton's some time this among those who had gathered as to
Margbignone was killed at Rumford nection with the hotel. Mr. Young is an
week. Betiding, towels, new or second several points, particularly as to what
Tuesday forenoon by being hit by the experienced hotel man and well knows
hand clothing;
any housekeeping or the efficiency of the service would be arm of a derrick, crushing his skull.
will be
the venture. Norway people
school supplies are solicited.
underactuàl tire conditions, with several He was in the employ of tbe Cummings
more than pleased to see the bouse
hundred feet of hose on and four or five Construction Co., which is putting in a
Charles K. Newell went to Quincy.
jpened.
streams in use, but only one point in new
penstock for the light etation. He
James P. Dean has leased the Baker
Mass., the first of last week to attend
seemed to be settled. Al- was stationed near the derrick to give
vacated by John Ilayes, on
the fuueral of the children of his broth- question
tenement,
to
been
hail
tbe
given
though
inspector
signals to the engineer, when some part Main and Greenleaf Avenue.
and his houskeeper. Mrs.
er George,
his
statement,
to
according
arm
understand,
the
and
of tbe apparatus broke
The members of Mt. Hope Lodge of
Belcher, who lost their lives in the fire
that the pressure was solely that fur- struck him on the head.
Rebekahs entertained Rebekahs from
as was told in the Democrat last week.
nished by the two reservoirs, Mr. Anthe Buckfield and West Paris Lodges
The reception by the Woman » Chris- drews, the president of the water com- Rev. Q. A. Martin Ooes to Bangor.
Thursday eveniDg. A good delegation
tian Temperance I'nion to the South pany, on being questioned admitted that
Kev. G. A. Martin, who has been pas- from eacîi was present. A most pleasParis teachers will be given at the both pumping stations were at work.
Rumford
at
The
church
Methodist
tbe
of
tor
nut evening wae enjoyed by all.
Congregational vestrv, Tuesday evening
tor uearly seven years, has resigned the banquet was in charge of Mrs. H. J.
of
the
Parents
at
7:45.
of this week,
Some Lights Changed—Others Slay. pastorate there to accept a call to the Bangs, Mrs. J. C. Sbepard, Mrs. C. N.
of Banpupils are invited to meet the teachers
The village corporation meeting of Grace Street Methodist church
Tubbs, Mrs. Fred Lovejoy, Mrs. M. L.
there.
in the
last Tuesday evening was like tbe early gor, ono of the finest churches
Kimball, Mrs. E. C. Libby, Mrs. Charles
The call
Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1, Ν. E. O. part «if the late presidential campaign, Eastern Maine Conference.
Libby and Miss Annie Stevens. The reP., ha* been invited to participate with in that it was characterized by "general was unanimous.
ception committee consisted of Mrs. H.
Lakeside Lodge of Norway Wednedday, apathy." Not that the voters stayed
J. Bangs, Mrs. Alice Danfortb, Mrs.
Thanks.
of
Card
Nov. IS, and observe the 2lat anniver- away, for there were nearly forty present
Maggie Libby, Mrs. Clara Drake, Mrs.
Past Supreme —which, to our shame be it confessed,
We wish to thank all of our friends Adna Keene, Mrs. Ada Libby and Postorder.
sary of the
so kind to
There was
master Charles S. Akers.
Warden, Judge llarry Manser, of Au- is nearly twice the average—but that and neighbors, who have been
burn, will address the meetiug. and all everybody seemed unwilling, even uuder us in our deep sorrow, also all who sent work, music, speeches, and a most en!
members are requested to be present.
the stimulus of desire for action, to get us sucb beautiful flowers. We hold you joyable social hour. As ueual it was
remembrance.
one of "Norway's best."
·in his feet and make a motion or say a all in grateful
The funeral of Mrs. Robert Bean, ;
Mit. Robert M. Bean.
The Drake place on Tucker Street has
Charles Kaw- word.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Mit. and Mrs. Charles Rawson.
been purchased by Clifford C. Froet.
Α. Ε Shurtleff was elected moderator
siiq of this place, was held at her former (
Shiri.ey Rawson.
two votes out of a total of three cast.
Jennie Mann is contemplating a dancI. me at North Bethel Wednesday, and by
Mrs J. A. Jackson.
It was voted to place an additional arc
ing school for the children. We nndert!ie remains were brought here on the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bean.
on Pleasant Street near the butter
stand Miss Mann ie taking instructions
afternoon train for interment in River- light
Miss Lillian Bean.
for such a venture.
the entire proceeding not reside Cemetery. lier suddeu death was factory,
Elmer Bean.
The semi-annual dividend at the Norquiring more than fifty spoken words.
a great shock to her many friends here.
It was also voted to move tbe arc light
way Savings Bank, payable Wednesday,
Be Paid.
Must
Taxes
Paris
Paris
River
post on Tine Street to the corner of
Advertised letters in South
Nov. 18, is a 3 1-2 dividend. The deAll taxes assessed in 1908 must be paid
amount to about 1480,000. The
office Nov. 10, 19ϋβ:
.Street, this being done without any disposits
by the 12th of December, or be adver- reserve fund was increased during the
cussion.
M ru. \>rn& M l.elghtou.
Mrs. M.iU'l Botes.
Tbe next proposition acted upon was tised as delinquent.*
past six months $1000.
Mr Wtllaiu H. Fletcher.
Alfred H. Jackson,
that to change the arc light on lligh
Dr. Gerald Clifford, formerly with Dr.
Mr. Arthur Morrill.
of
Paris.
Collector
Street near tbe Β P. Adkins house to 46-7
H. P. Joues, bas bought out Dr. GarriMr K. P. L .well.
8 A Ν veto.
the corner of Spring Street. Ο. K. Clifson at Houlton, and carries forward the
B. Malvin
HOW IS YOUR DIGESTION.
for information as to whether
ford
asked
business. Dr. Clifford's many friends
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
in incandescent light had recently been
Mrs. Mary Dowling of No. 228 8th extend congratulations.
visited
Masons
Bridgton
Several
Miss Phyllis Taylor celebrated her located on Spring Street, and was an- Ave., San Francisco, recommends a
teuth birthday with a party last Monday swered that there had not There was a remedy for stomach trouble. She says: Thursday and attended Stated Conclave
to
to
No.
moved
22,
say panse, and finally Mr. Clifford
"Gratitude for the wonderful effect of of Oriental
Commandery,
evening. It is not strictly correct
that Electric Bitten» in a case of acute indi- Knights Templar.
she observed the birthday, for the birth
pass over the article, and a vote to
I
Nash of Maine, Capt. John Waldo
day didn't come on that day. but two or effect was formally passed.
gestion, prompts this testimonial.
The last article in the warrant was tbe am fully convinced that for stomach and Nash, was in Boston during the week on
three days earlier. About sixteeu of
her young friends were present and one giving the assessors authority to liver troubles Electric Bitters is the best a business trip.
The 25th annual Thanksgiving Ball,
passed an enjoyable evening, besides make chaoges in the kind and location remedy on the market to-day;" This
leaving her some pleasant reminders ol of the lights, according to their judg- great tonic and alterative medicine in- Pennesseewassee Lodge, No. 18, K. of
was
of
this
blood
ment. The announcement
the occasion.
P., will be in order at the Opera House
vigorates the system, purifies the
followed by another pause, and tinally a and is especially helpful in all forms of Thursday evening, Nov. 20th. Stearns'
Sat
November
a
fine
day
Following
motion was made to pass over tbe article, female weakness. 50c. at P. A. Shurt- Orchestra. Floor manager, H. S. Mann;
urday and a mild evening, people wert
was passed without discussion.
leff A Co.'s drug store.
Aids, F. M. Lovejoy, H. C. Everett, Dr.
to set and
morning
Sunday
greatly surprised
The meeting theu adjourned, about
H. P. Jones, H. N. Black, W. A. Lewis.
six inches of heavy snow on the ground
ten minutes after it was called to order.
After being out eight hours, the jury Honorary Aids, F. W. Shaw, Pari· Hill,
Numerous sleighs were out during th»
at Auburn Saturday night returned a G. B. Bennett. South Paris, Roy Stone,
th«
day. which is quite a good story for
R.
Rounds, Waterford,
verdict of guilty of mnrder against Oxford, L.
Campfire of Kimball Post.
l."»th of November, and the weather con
George Mooe and Pascal Nikolis or Clarence Cole, Bryant's Pond.
Kimball Post, G. A. R.,
William Κ
tinuing to grow cold until the tbermoine
with
James
William Prescott and family bave movkilling
Ligorasi, charged
ter stood at about 10 Monday morning
and Circle of the Ladies of the G. A. R., Scott ou Nov. 15, 1907. The murdered ed on to the Walter Hobbs farm, "Madown
frozen
well
the snow is pretty
held a "rousing good campfire" Satur- man and the two respondents are of a
plehurst", at Norway Center, for the
and sleighs are still in commission.
day, as every one is agreed who had any- nationality commonly reckoned as winter, where they will care for the
with it. It was made spe- "Greeks." Scott's
"I am not here to-night to entertait thing to do
body was found on stock and property.
anc
cially interesting by the presence of the Whittemore farm, during the past
Mr. William C. Hobbs has gone to
you, but to exemplify my subject,
oom>
of
Westbrook,
I am thi Woodbury K. Dana
summer, with a rope about the neck Boston, where he will make his home
you will go home saying that
of
of
tbe
Maine,
Tbii mander
Department
biggest humbug of them all."
showing that the man bad been strangl- with his son for a time.
and his staff.
was the taking introduction of Dr Smitl
ed. The trial was a peculiar one.
of
Oxand
Post
Roberts
A.
T.
Corps,
a
While the state was endeavoring to fix
Baker to bis lecture on "Humbugs"
HeThe laugh is on one Jones of West
of
L.
Packard
and
Z.
ford,
Corps,
Thursda;
the Congregational church
guilt on both respondents, each of them
who on awaking from a deep
Gorbam,
were invited for tbe day,
aad'as
bron,
take
to
was
a
the
he
ui
and
bad a lawyer,
really
fight
proceeded
evening. Then
a few nights ago saw the form of a
were both unsleep
of
tbe
each
the social humbug, which be treated a t the weather and traveling
respondents
triangular one,
side of bis room.
usually fine for tbe season, there were a swearing that the other killed Scott. man at the opposite
some length. and so on through a eerie
that a bold, bad
Dinnei
of visitor· present.
will be filed, and the case Hastily concluding
of other humbugs to the religious hum good number
Exceptions
burglar stood in bis presence and that
was servpd at noon, and no comment at
will go to the law court.
bug. It was bright satire on the follie
he would give the nocturnal visitor a
to its quality is needed by any who bav«
and errors of the age, done in Dr
warm reception be drew a revolver from
ever partaken of a Grand Army dinner
Baker's original and inimitable style
YEARS OF PROOF.
SEVEN
beneath his pillow and fired two shots.
Most of it was in general terms ani 1 here.
were
"I have had seven years of proof that The figure remained motionless, but upthere
afternoon's
the
In
camptire
therefore universally approved, tbougi
later
several entertainment numbers, includ- ! Dr. King's New Discovery is the best on investigation a few minutes
occasionally he verged on the personal
and Ralph ! medicine to take for coughs and colds Jones found that both shots had taken
Lona
Noble
Miss
songs
ing
by
Β
John
how
Goog
as when he told
after
Andrews and Marie Newton, readings bj ! and for every diseased condition of effect—that is, in the plastering,
ar 9
quit smoking, and remarked, "There
throat, chest or lungs," says W. Y. having passed through a suit of nis own
t Miss Arline Crocker and A. £. Morse
some before me here to-night who can
drill. Tbe visitors were wel Henry, of Panama, Mo. The world has clothes which hung npon the wall.
do that." Again he followed one of hi s and a fiag
wit ti corned by Rev. J. H. Little. The speak had thirty-eight years of proof that Dr.
apt stories illustrating his point
Commande! King's New Discovery is the best remedy
the remark, "A stingy Christian is a ere included Department
Clarence Ridlon. 17 years old, of Monand members of his staff—Isaai for coughs and colds, la grippe, asthma,
was accidentally shot through
humbug"—and in the same breath, "Di d Daaa
John O. Win hay fever, bronchitis, hemorrhage of the mouth,
I hit anybody?" He spoke for an hou r Davis of Mechanic Falls,
the foot by a younger brother while
of Westbrook, who is engaged U > lungs, and tbe early stages of conand ten minutes, and effectually prove i ship
While a bad injury,
the Memorial Day address heri » sumption. Its timely use always pre- hunting Sunday.
that he was a humbug when he mad e deliver
the wound is not fatal. This is somethe
of
of
Brans
Eaton
vents
P.
and
pneumonia.
development
Ray
that introductory remark. There was s next year,
above the twentieth shooting acciwick. Tbe speakers warmed tip well Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff thing
good audience to hear the lecture, whic h and
dent of the present hunting season in
tha
store.
50c.
and
best
ι
Co.'s
of
the
Λ
was
one
1.100.
session
the
drug
was given under the auspices of th •
Maine.
Trial bottle free.
the boy· have enjoyed In a long time.
Christian Endeavor Society.
Mrs

CRIMK.

Manslaughter,
Felonious assault,
Felonious assault,.......
Forgery,
Burglary
Burglary,

Albert Plinte,
Fred W. White,
Bertha West,
Ostlno Paparato,
John Antonio,
Ed. E. Martin,
Albert Plante,.
Onofrto Montlsano,..
Victor Losler,.
Harry Delong,
Charles Hammond,..
Charles Kennedy,...
Ben. Marquis,
James McGee..
Howard McPhee,
Joseph Paradis,
Peter Perry,
Ed H. Peters,
John Thatcher
John Thatcher,
John Thatcher,
•Fames McGee,
Joseph Paradis
Charles Hammond,..
Harry Delong,

SStfSWft»»·SR«S?" Λ
T.

ΡΛΚΤΤ.

Wallace G. Everett,..
Edward A. Flnntn,..
Fred W. White,
Edward A. Flnnen,..
Ed. E. Martin

....

p·

M., Wednesday evening, 7 aw.

FOR CONSTIPATION

Criminal Btulaew of Oxford County for 1906.
Abstract from report of County Attorney Charte* P. Barnes to the Attorney
of
General for the year ending Not. 1, 1906, showing the cases finally disposed
on
before the Supreme Judicial Court by verdict, imprisonment, âne or placed
probation:

NOBWAÏ.

John P. Pen ley Bound Over.

The hearing in the case of John P.
And yet we need about a foot of rain
before the ground closes up, or we shall Pen ley of Paris, charged with criminal
assault upon the nine-year-old Meggs
have a winter drought.
girl, was held before Judge Jones of the
A business meeting of the Ladies' Aid
Norway Municipal Court Saturday.
of the Baptist church will be held at the The
public were not admitted, owing to
close of the prayer meeting next Wednes- the nature of the case. At the conday evening.
clusion of the hearing, Judge Jones
The counters and partitions are going found probable cause, and Penley was
into the rooms of the Paris Trust Co. bound over to the March term of court
Bonds were
They are of antique oak, and are hand- in the sum of $1500.
promptly furnished.
some furniture.
was
not public,
Although the hearing
The Good Cheer will meet at 2 o'clock it is understood that the
identifies
girl
Wednesday afternoon, and all are re- Penley as the assailant, and that his dea
lot
quested to come, as there is quite
fence is an alibi, his witnesses being put
of work to be done.
on to show that on the day in question
Don't forget the date of the Christiau he was about his hume until about 4
Endeavor Christmas sale at G. A. R. o'clock in the afternoon, past the time
Uall Dec. 10. Supper will be served in when the assault must have been committed.
at 0:44.
the

Commencing September 27, 19«J,
Α. Μ., dally ; 9:30 α.
Sun<t»y; 4:33 p. *.. dally.
Α.
30
*·. «Ut; 3 rie P.
west)-9
Sunday ; S «7 ρ· *·. dally·

this will go off"—but will

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Penley and son
of Greenwood spent Saturday and Sunday at J. J. Murphy's.

south pakis post orne*.
M.to730 P.M.
Office Hours: 7 30 A.

ΓΚΑΙ** LKAVK

course

next vnk.

Bishop

The J, H.
I

am

selling

because

5x6
4i

x

5x6
χ

feet, Cub

5$

ft.

feet,

5J ft.

**·

the

they
or

Grizzly
44

44

Co.'s robes

again

make the best fur robes

Gray Goat,
"

Bishop

Co. Fur Robes.
on

Bear, Plush lined,
"

44

44

Plush lined,
44

44

this year
the market.

$12.00

11.00
10.00

9.00

Call and See Them.

JAMES N. FAVOR, S&mi,UCKfB
Ol Mntn St.,

Norway, Malno.

'

I

aHIS IS

*

to

HEADACHE

notice to the

give

public that the undersigned
purchased the

have

The Ρuzzler

SPEEDY

PARIS BAKERY

RELIEF

INDIGESTION

FOR

from the estate of Herbert W. Hillier and will continue the business

No. 305.—Hard war· Puxxl·.

RJC

Monroe, Me., Sept 10, 1906.
With an increased
after this date.
"I have used 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitnumber of helpers we shall strive to ters in my family for years and find
for
they are almost an instant cure
serve the public promptly with
headache and indigestion. I always
ceep them on hand."
Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.

And
to

special

shall pay

we

serving

Day.

Fred If. and Kate G. Abbott.
190S.

ioth,

Aug.

people

and

Lot

new

charge

0 Β

Find twelve articles found In a hardYou may move from
shop.
to square, up, down and slantsquare
Man and wife age between 50 and
but you must not skip. You may
Working ing,
60. No small children.
use the same letter twice.
neat
housekeeper
; woman a

/Ian and Wife Wanted.

ware

do her own washsewing, and of good kind
ing
The man to be either
The best of disposition.
of Plumbing Goods.
or
old
laborer, no
No
farmer
for
closets.
mechanic,
woodwork
oak
man wanted and
line.
this
or
see
and
swearing
Job- rummy
goods. Call
No tobacco using is not agreeable. The
bing promptly attended to.
for team.
right parties can find an opportunity

A

C

R
0 τ

that acts so beneficially as
L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
djust the illness and set you right. At
11 druggists, 3Cc.
emedv

We solicit your trade.

South Paris,

w7 Ν I M

enderly

Quick Lunches

At All Hours of the

HI

If the stomach is allowed to get out
>f order, the whole system suffers.
Γο enjoy life the stomach must be
cared for, and there is no

attention

H

one

and

that

can

No. 30β.—Charade.
The ahepherds worahlped ma long ago,
But cooks now uae me. aa you know.
▲ simple word of Saxon tongue.
But Germans often do me wrong.
Now. keep my third and do not scoff;
With me you cannot be far off.
My whole a temple moat sublime
And built in good Agrlppa's time.

worth looking for, a Good Home
No. 307.—Triangle.
Free by writing to box 205 D.,
1. The time when, as Longfellow
Maine.
43tf
South
Paris,
Maine.
tells us.

Xj. M. Longloy,

Norway,

HILLS,

S'i■

-—3.

With
A sober gladness the old year takes up
His bright Inheritance of golden fruit*.

2. The practice by which Shylock, in
"The Merchant of Venice," l&caine

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

weulthy.

3. Λ musical ornament
4. A veseel used by the ancient Romans for receiving the ashes of their

dead.
5. A possessive pronoun.
0. lu three seasons of the year.

LowestPricesinOxfordGoiintv.

No.

Through misty veil the moonbeams pale
Jewel tho murky tide below.
And near the shaded bank a maid
Steals where the fringing canebrakaa
blow;
So like a fawn the (lowers aleep on.
Nor water nymphs from sweet dreams

NORWAY, MAINE.
OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
ia the choice of every girl who has
tasted it. The reason is sim-

ple:

materials.

high-grade

pure,

Fine

J". H. Fletolier, |
Confectioner.

Key

Norway. Me.

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem

Please call and

Opp. Til τη "FX

start;
But on her vest, her sequlned vest,
Clinks with the throbbing of her heart.
At. kneeling there, she breathes a prayer
Through Hps that tremble 'gainst her

Bargains.

Watch

ever

see

will.

And sets afloat a small, carved boat.
The product of her TOTAL skill.

Winders.

them.

1

»

itf

Oh. fragile craft, may kind winds waft
the PRIME'8 untroubled
o'er
Thee
breast;
Nor treach'rous reef nor floating leaf
Thy steady onward course arrest;
For this LAST trip. Ill sailed, weo ship.
Will break a heart or even two;
So. safely si>eed past Auk and reed.
While lotus flowers and nymphaea blue.
And. lamps sttll bright, bade out of sight.
Proving fair Nuuna's lover true!

S. Hiotiards,
NOTICE OF WARNING.

WHEREAS, my wife, Gertrude M. Brlgge. hie
left πι ν bed and boar«l without just cause. I hereby forbid Hi I persone trusting or harborlug ber
on my account after tide (late.
ELMER Κ BRIGGS,
South I'arls, Maine.
So*. 2,1ÏW.
4547

15 veirs expert Watch- i
maker with Bigelow
Kennard Sl Co , Boston.
All Work
Guaranteed.

J||£

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.

OEli,

With Dr. Purine titer,

Norway, Maine.

The ONLY Agricultural
AMD

do/en second
hand stoves and heaters of all kinds
for sale

more

cheap.

than

Every department written by specialists,
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with It
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Wun Lung tripped on the stairs and
broke a round plate into fine pieces.
Can you show him how to fit them together again no as to form a perfect

INDISPENSABLE TO

Patents

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH
Κ EBP

TO

circle?

ΓΡ WITH TUB Τ I.TIES.

No. 310.—A Riddle.
hold almost everything you have
1 have beeu with you from
ever had.
the beginning, ηud with me you return
to your home, eujoylng what you have
lost and keep what you do not often

Magi· Subscription, $1.C0;
1 wo Sabscrlptloas, $2.50;
Five Subscript loat, |ύ.50.

Oksion·
Copyrights 4c.

I

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BA1S·
EKS OP LABGEU CLt'BS.

may
a «ketch and
aulelily ascertain oar opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communie··
HANDBOOK oe Patenta

deecrlptkm

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cents.

UoeaetriotlyooeedentC.

•eut free. Oldest agency for eecnrtac patenta.
Patenta taken through Munu it Co. racalv·
•fteial aotic«. without charge. In the

want. 1 may be a sad companion, yet
you would not give me up. 1 may bo a
sweet companion. When I am gone for
good very little la left. 1 am with you
all. and yet no one ever has or ever
will see me.

SPECIMEN COPIES

Scientific American.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody interested in any way in country life to
scad for them. Address the publishers :

Uanrest rtr
Τ·γο·. W ·

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
relation of any fctentidc Journal.
year : four month·, 9L Sold by all

NEWSpaper,

ADMITTEDLY TBS

the

00

eewedeâlera.

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,
Albany, Ν. Y.

& Co.3e,Bro'd«» New Tort
kMUNN
Branch Offlc·. Kfi> Τ Ht- Washington. D. U

No. 311.—Planta and Flowers.
1. A saccharine banner. 2. Accident
repaired. 3. Evening shadow. 4. Live
forever. 5. Grave. 0. Stamp of the wise
klug. 7. Hasty pudding and a place to
eat It. 8. Orgau of the body at rest. 9.
Universal cure. 10. Bird's weapon. 11.
Insect's pitfall. 12. Animal's caudal appendage. 13. A bird's crest. 14. Heal-

Κ·'*Subscription- t*ken at this office.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

GOOD

"ng potion.

Just Possible.
We used to hear quite frequently
Of the new woman bold.

metropolitan uewspaper for busy people, almost a>
as a daily, aod your Kural Free Delivery Carrie)
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contain· all the most important news of The Daily
is a

good

AS

But the newness Isn't mentioned now.
Sh· must be getting old.
—Houston Post.

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local uewspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

K.y to the Puzzler.
No. 300.—Numerical Enigma: "Happy are they that hear their detractions
and can put them to mending."
No. 301.—Word Square:
d ο υ υ

PAPER.

No. 80S.—Hidden Animale: Camel,
lion, tiger, pauther, cheta, gnu, wea-

Bel, beaver, buffalo, horse.
Presidents:
Names of
303.
No.
Cleave-land. Cleveland; mad-eye-son,
Madison; tle-LR, Tyler; Hayes; VanBurr-n, Van Buren.
1.
No. 304.—The Missing Letter.
3.
2. Sweep, weep.
Swing, wing.
5.
4. Swariu. warm.
Sway. way.
Strip, trip. H. Stall, tall. 7. Stack,
tack. 8. Strap, trap. !·. Slice, lice. 10.
Stag, tag. 11. Smother, mother. 12.
Sword, woirl?

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

—

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.
Write for

a

good

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Billing· B100l£,

•outh

Pari·,

Keep

PLEASE

When in want of

anything

in our lines give us

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

Malno.

WE SELL

Our

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Wagon Paints,

paints

include

Impervious,

best of all
try imitations.

Paroid Roofing—The

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Heath A

roofings.

Turpentine,

Brushes.
Mlliigan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Liquid Filler,

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Screen Doors
Regular eizee of doors io stock. Have your veranda screened io.
We sell wire scran cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows We have a few first olass wheelbarrows. Call and see them.

Talephone· and Electrical Supplies—We sell
best for automobiles and

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

|

|

j

science, always advancing
New Uses for the Cranberry.
now anppllea a narcotlo end anesthetic
» wounded aoldier can give
which
aoid
with
same
the
contain·
No other fruit

Incranberry. Thl· salicylic acid acta himself ''first aid to the injured."
In stead of toeaing in agony on tho field
apon brass,tin or Iron when brought
3ontaot with It, and for thla reason It is until he ia taken to the military boapital,
kdviaable to oook the berrlea in earthen he can reat in a dreamleaa §1 umber. Thia
vessels, agate or will be doubly advantageous, becauae,
îr porcelain-lined
when the heart's action is reduced, the
granite ware.
are cooked hemorrhage from a gunshot wound must
turn them immediately Into the mold, be lessened.
So at least, Prof. Schleicb of the Virer allow any article of food containto atand In any- chow hospital, in Berlin, asserts. He
anesLblng but glaaa or stoneware. The beat has discovered a new narcotic and
sranberriea are Inexpensive, yet they thetic which excitea the livelieat interest
conIt
themselves to various atylea of among his scientific colleagues.
iisbea that may be surprising to the sists of two parts of ethyl-chloride, four
lioueewife who has never tried to use parts of chloroform and 12 parts of sul,0 ie,IJand phuric ether. This mixture boils at a
very low temperature; in fact, at tbe
Wash and remove all defective berriei normal temperature of the human body.
before cooking. Cranberries may be If any one clasps a phial containing it in
®ad® into ornamental dishes without his fist for a few minutes it boils gently.
much trouble, and vet are sufficiently The patient inhales the vapor of the boilPreP»red by an Inexperienc- ing liquid and quickly it produces freedom from pain, then sleep. If the phial
cook
be held under his nostrils so that he conCBANBBBRY BAVABIAN CREAM.
tinues to inhale the vapor his sensory
to
a
cream
ot doub,e
nerves are blunted, be becomes anestheone
of
and
one
add
itlff froth,
sugar,
cup
tized.
been
»b «spoon of gelatin which
Prof. Schleicb insista that there ia no
loftened in four tablespoona of cold
danger in uaing the mixture. Ho baa
°Ver hot water
it in more than 15,000 cases
the employed
both in private and hospital practice. He
i" La pan ot «ce until
mass begins to thicken perceptibly· then
has used it as a sedative in nervous disitir In one cup of strained and
eases and in affections of the heart and
cranberry juice to which has been added as a narcotic to ease the excruciating
roar-tablespoons of maraschino. Fill a pains which characterize some diseases
PaCk lnIceand Mlt iorfoui of the internal organs.
Its simplicity and harmlessness recomCBANBEBBY SHBBBBT.
mends its use in war, says Prof. Schleiob.
One of the moat appetizing ways ol de suggests that each soldier could be
Γίββ
re<Juire but lit provided easily with a small quantity of
tie time for preparation is sherbet. The the liquid in a suitable tube, which he
tart flavor will be found palatable in could use for himself until he found
varletie" oi himself in the surgeon's hands.
It goes without saying, that it would
enerbet. To four cups of stewed cran
sherbet
berry juloe, add the strained juice of six be impossible for a soldier to administer
,UUr Cupe of e»»el»«ed an overdose to himself. He would fall
«
ugar. Pour into an icecream can and asleep first.
of a musby consistency.
The Age of President*.
Vhip stiff the whites of four eggs stii
Roosevelt's celebration of his fiftieth
the cranberries and oomplete
birthday recalls the fact that be is tbe
in
President to have
seventh
CBANBEBBY CONSEBVE.
the White House during his fiftieth
sufficient cranber
year. The other six were Polk, Fillwe,gh five pounds, then chop more, Pierce, Arthur, Grant and Cleve.h».„
clean
of
hem coarse. Put two pounds
land in his first term. Polk, Fillmore
r·1·1" through the food chop and Arthur were
fifty In the first year of
with the cranberries, their administration. Pierce and Clevem x
four
large
from
the
rind
inly peel
land became fifty in the third year of
«ranges, boil it in water, changing the their administration, and Grant, who
water several times until the rind it until the
coming of Roosevelt was the
tender, then chop fine. Put it into s youngest of the Presidents, became fifty
saucepan, add the cranberries, raisins, in the fourth year of his administration.
eUgar' the pulp and elrainefl Garfield was forty-nine when he was in«
juice of five oranges. Heat and cook augurated, but died before he reached
reduced to a jam, then tbe
age of fifty. It is noticeable that
This la excellent with meat.
seal. τμ.
Rjosevelt reaches the age of fifty in the
last year of his administration, and he
CBANBEBBY FRAPPE.
leaves office at an age earlier than when
Boil one quart of orauberriee and twe
tbe majority of the Presidents entered
ten min«tes. strait
Water
it. The average age of the first thirteen
through coarae cheese cloth, add twe Presidents
was fifty-seven at tbe time of
It
the
until
boil
sugar
cups of sugar and
their inauguration. The average of the
mean
dissolved, stirring
was fifty-one.
1ϋβ "trainee last thirteen
add
t
lemons, if too Urt adc
Uncle James and the Hackman.
Freeze to a mush, ueins
more sugar.
Uncle James is a country storekeeper,
equal quantities of ice and salt. Serve somewhat shrewder than he looks. He
m glass cups with roast turkey.
and Aunt Eliza once took a trip through
SCALLOPED CRANBEBBIES.
the Eastern states, and in the course of
Moisten two cups of soft white bread tbe journey arrived late at night in a
crumbs with half a cup of melted butter certain city, where they were obliged to
Butter a pudding dish, sprinkle in ι change to another station.
Leaving
layer of bread crumbs, add a layer ol Aunt Eliza in the waiting room, Uncle
cranberries James went out to look fora conveyance.
sweetened
twelve large eeeded raisins, a little Only one hack was in sight, but the
grated lemon rind and a little sugar 1 driver intended to make the most of bis
continue the layers until the
opportunity. On being told Uncle
used, cover and bake for half au houi James's destination be promptly replied
hot
witt
Serve
in a moderate oven.
that the fare would be 51.50. "Very
hard sauce.
well," said Uncle James, "my wife is
with me, I'll bring her out." "Oh, two
of you," responded the driver, "that will
Recipes.
"All
be two fares, then; |3 please.
right," said Uncle James, "but if we pay
SCALLOPED ONIONS.
fares you must make tbe
two
trip
Boil six or eight onions until tender twice. My wife will go first and you
then
once.
water
the
Separate
It Is hardly
changing
can come back for mo."
with a fork and arrange in layers in < 1
necessary to add that the driver "came
buttered earthen dish, alternating th< 1
>a

>*B'ooa Vthe çranberr'ee
,ormnberrie·

jdapt

insauoî*0y0therWây

to-day. Vor sale by all druggist·.

In India.

Bunt piiôôy'ô

playmate. ^^MLJRADemarkJBjf
Wf

When the Prince and Princess df
tVnlw visited India a couple of years
ngo (be maharajah of Mysore arranged
an elephant hunt in their honor. In a
Jungle forest forty-five miles from Mysore a fine camp was fitted up for tbelr

royal highnesses. A portion of the Jungle was Inclosed In a strong palisade

While men and elephauts were building the mabarajah's
stockade 500 more of bis subjects were
golnj: through the thick jungle surrounding a herd of wild elephant· and
gradually driving them toward the
made of trees.

Carious Friendship Between
Cat tnd a Peacock.

an instance of a curious
between a kitten and a pearock: The peacock was strutting in Lis
ordly fashion about the garden one

Here Is

friendship

lay when a poor little orphan kitty
happened to see him. Feeling very
onely and forlorn, she tried to form α
friendship with the peacock. They

τΪΓ^"'

'""l

raîw^'p

SSJffS,

f'reez

juto

presided

riee'Cto°w Γί a£dwaeh

nirTi,
»*■

îhem

«ΪΓ

thrmJi

^roughly

Ztee'of
mlr

foi

|C°'d

with salt and pepper, pour over the The Origin of our Cartoon Symbols.
whole enough rich milk to nearly cover
Most people have heard of Thomas
spread with melted butter and brown it 1 Naet, the tiret of our American cartoon·
a moderate oven.
ittCit to obtain national prominence, whose
scathing picrorial denunciations sent
PARSNIPS.
YANKEE FRIED
"Boss" Tweed of New York behind the
Scrape the parsnips thoroughly anc bars of the penitentiary, but few know
parboil them in salted water; cut ii 1 that he was the originator of all the polislices lengthwise, dip each piece in mo tical emblems in use to-day—the Demolasses and fry in sweet beef or muttoi cratic
donkey, the Republican elephant,
fat.
the Tammany tiger, the square labor
INDIAN PUDIUNO.
cap, and the dinner pail. He it was,
took over England's con·
who
To one pint of scalding milk add tw< , also,
of Uncle 8am,
representation
temptuous
and
flour
each
of
freshl;
tableepoone
and transformed it into the benevolent
,
litth
a
with
blended
corn
meal,
ground
old gentleman whom we know to-day.
cold milk. Remove from the Ore wbei ,
How Nasi created these enduring symthickened, add one-half cup of choppet I bole
through bis woodcuts, published in
huet, one cup of raising or mixed fruit
Harper's Weekly during the seventies of
one-balf cup each of sugar and molasses
an issue
the last century, is told in
one·half teaspoon of salt and two tea
of the same publication by Albert Bigecloves
spoons of mixed spices—ginger,
low Paine iu an illuminating article aduutmeg and cinnamon. Lastly add ont I
mirably illustrated with reproductions
ven
a
in
and
bake
of
cold
milk,
quart
r of the original cartoons.
slow oven for at least four hours. I
the oorn meal is old, it should be moist
Embarrassing.
ened with boiling water and allowed t<
A rather pompous looking deacon in a
This pudding ii
"swell" over night.
city church was asked to take
improved by reheating; but the slow curtain of
a class of boys during the abbaking is essential. A tireless cooker ii charge
While enHence of the regular teacher.
perhaps the best modern substitute foi
their young
the brick oven of our great-grandmoth deavoring to impress upon
a ChrisAn Indian pudding supplies it minds the importance of living
ere.
tian life tbe following question was proown sauce io a delicate amber whey
pounded:
but whipped cream, sweetened will
"Why do people call me a Christian,
grated maple sugar, may be provided fo
the worthy dignitary'asked,
children?"
those who care for it.
standing very erect and smiling down
BANBURY TARTS.
upon tbem.
"Because they don't know you," was
To make the wonderful old tarts taki >
the ready answer of a bright-eyed little
one-half cup of raisins, one-half cup ο
to tbe ingratiating
currants, a little currant or other frui ι boy, responding
jelly, the rind of one lemon and juici » smile with one equally guileless and
I
of half a lemon. Cook the mixture unti
winning.
it thickens and use in pie crust for tart: ι
Mistress—Jane, I saw the milkman
or turnovers.
kiss you tbie morning. In the future 1
BAKED HUBBARD SQUASH.
will take the milk in.
Jane—'Twould be no use, mum. He's
Select a thoroughly ripened squash
promised never to kiss anybody but me.
cut it in half and' remove the seeds
scraping the inside thoroughly. Bak
If you suffer from constipation and
at least oue and one-half hours in
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative
,
steady, moderate oven, then remove tb< will cure you permanently by stimulât·
thin brown skin which has formed, am I
the digestive organs so they will act
with a spoon ecrape the squash out ο [ ing
Foley's Orino Laxative doei
the shell into a hot earthen dish, mash naturally.
not gripe, is pleasant to take and you do
,
a
it
with
and
generoui
smoothing
ing
not have to take laxatives continually
lump of butter, and salt and pepper t< , after taking Orino. Why continue to be
It should be as dry as a roas t
taste.
the slave of pills and tablets. Sold by
chestnut and as delioious in flavor.
all druggists.

I

POUND

CAKE.

be oonvlnoed.

"Put out your tongue," said the doc·
tor.
After the lady had done so she asked:
"Is there anything the matter with

it?"

"No-o.

Worn some, that's all."

RAW LUNGS.

When the lungs are sore and inflamed,
the germs of pneumonia and coosumption find
lodgement and multiply.
Foley's Honey and Tar kills tbe cough
germs, cures tbe most obstinate racking
cough, heals the lungs, and prevents
serious results. The genuine is In tbe

For sale by ill drug-

yellow package.
giets.

"What society

needs

Is a

clearing-

house.
"What do you moan?"
"I wish I didn't bave to go to the Van
Squawks' ball next week. The Van
Squawks wish they didn't have to ask
me.
Why can't we exchange certificates
and call tbe thing even?"

genuine in the yel.'ow package.
by all druggists.

For

"Mattie—"What has become of your
you took so much
Interest in a few months ago?"

anti-slang society that
Helen—"Oh,

it's

in

the consomme.

The president got bughouse and Imagined she was the only dent in the pan, so
gave her the willies and tbe
association shot the chutes."
we

dinky

Winter blasts, causing pneumonia,
pleurisy, and consumption will soon be
Cure your ooitgb now, and
here.
strengthen your lungs with Foley's
Honey and Tar. Do not risk starting
tbe winter with weak lungs, when
Foley's Honey and Tar will oure the
most obstinate coughs and colds, and
prevent serious résulta. For sale by all

druggist·.

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

$1.00

50c.

Grade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
Nichait St..

hereby give

SOUTH PARIS.

F rice 30c per 100.
F. L. WYMAN,
West Paris, Me.
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AN ENBAGED WILD ELEPHANT.

stockade. From each side of Its entrance a row of palisades stretched,
the rows growing wider and wider
apart continually, like a broad lane
from a narrow gateway. This IncloIs called in India a "keddah."
The keddah was built near a water
course to which the animals come for
drink. When all was ready for their
royal highnesses to witness the show
sure

made for theui near the
entrance to the keddab. Theu ull waited for the elephant herd to go to the
river ford, get a drink and cross the
stream. They made tbelr way up the
bank after crossing it, but this only
brought them nearer to thé trap set for
them. They were already in the, neck
of the bottle which was to hold them
fast All hud to be still as death while
the huge creatures trnmped, unknowing, to their prison. At the very minute
the last big gray body got inside the
keddah the Prince of Wales loosened u
wire rope, u gate fell, and a whole herd

place

a

was

of elephunts had been trupped.
Theu the excitement began. The elephants were scared. A large male ele
phunt with long tusks is called α tusk
In the final roping of wild ele
er.
phants tame ones are again used to
lure their brethren into captivity. A
very blj» tusker was the first one to be
secure 1 after all had been Inclosed in
the keddah. Four trained female elephants crowded around him and
squeezed their bodies aguinst him so
he could uot get away. Theu while
they held him trapped meu crawled
under their legs and tied his hind feet

fast with great ropes.
Next they manuged to get a lasso
over Ills head, and that big tusker was
done for. He made an awful row and
trumpeting, tearing up the earth with
his feet, but he could uot help himself.
Three trained elephants were next
hitched to him to pull him along. At
that he just sat down lu α clump of
bamboo and would not budge a step,

PUSSY AND T.'IK PKACOCK.

became sj friendly that pussy
L'ould rub against him and even box
ills ear» without being punished, and
she also became l>old enough to climb
ou his back. The peacock took all her
soon

In good part and seemed to enjoy
Perhaps he was only ilattered by
pussy's admiration, or jierliaps he felt

play

Cocoa beans grow In'
pods on the trunk

It.
a

true

ance.

friendship

for his new

acquaint-

A Three Story Home In a Tree.
In the mosquito reservation in XUa
ragua is a bungalow In an ll>o tree
seventy feet above the ground. It Is
three storied and erected around the
trunk of the tree. The owner ascends
by a primitive elevator which he can
lock, so that when he Is above malaria
and mosquitoes, he need not be afrnid
of unwelcome visitors, not even the
snakes that abound.

tropical

cate
ι

They

I times more food
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We
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but

our

WALTIft
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low·»* CO.

Willard M'f'g Co.,

and

real comfort

(Equipped

a

I'

jofAugu«t

with Smokeless Device)

Ί'ωΙ

<-

«

>

lttnriS
7hc/&xybLamp
steady light—ideal
read

to

1

or

study by. Made of brass—nickel plated, latest ira·
proved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.
II

your

and Kayo

Bobby'· Exchanges.

not carry Perfection Oil
write our nearest agency.

dealer does

Lamp

Heater

STANDARD OIL, COMPANY
(lawyoraMj

\

MAIVK.

public

wouldn't be without

ov.-ned u motor car. a slashing
d dragon.
I'd ewap it in a minute for a handsom.
big

have irom

one another hour. Turn the wick as hi;
low as you please—there's no danger—no smoke—no em
direct intense heat—that's because ol the smokeless device
beautifully finished in nickel and japan—ornamental anywhere. The brass lont holds 4 uuarls, giv/ |
ing heat lor 9 hours. It is light in weight—easily
carried irom room to room. Every heater warranted.

ing.

with I

un

OK

<■

or as

stick. In Rangoon, Burma, are two
huge tuskers that have been earryipg
and stacking logs at the teak mills for
twenty-five years. They idle the heavy
lumber more evenly thau human work
men do. A tine specimen of a tusker
often Is sold for $ 1,000 when he Is lirst
captured, before he has had any train-

I

you

STATE

!:·>·
Sot
Taken this llilrit ilar of Nov· ml-er. Ι.· ν
uU
execution date I Oct 7tb, 19ΠΗ, Issunl ο·»
π ti
rm nt rend ere I by the .Superior Court, ι.
*r:-l,
Portland In nml for our cunty of Cum
at the term thereof begun ami Ιι··Ι I on tl.· tlr«t
^rth
Ti.eaday of Septemlier, 1!*>S, to wit, on t!
itay of (October, t!*)f, In fa»or of Charlc· M
Lnughlln Co., a corporation create'l by U* toi
havl g a» ca'abl'.ahed plrte-· of liualness In Γ rl
laml, against Laura Β Hte|>hens of w
Id our aald county of Oxfont ami State
wl'low, ami formerly «loin* bu-lnc-s 1111 !> t <·
name ami ftvle of Kstate of K/ra Rtepbt
one bumlieil ami llftyone dollar· ari l t-l*' tr
one cents, 'lebt or damage, and rlne <l<> lars .i&l
cent», cost* of nuit, ami Will
ninety el*lit
auction on the premise* In sal.l M
I at
! stock, to the highest bidder, on the tenth >lay
l)e -ember, H'm'. at eleven o'clock In the foren> ·:
all the right· title ami Interest which tin'
T.iiU'a It. -tephens ha* ami ha<l In ami to Hie
following described real estate on the iTth «lay
1W»S, at Ave o'clock ami ten mtniuri
In the afternoon, the time when the name w*·
attached on the writ In the same Mit, to w!i »
certain pb'cc or parcel of land situate·! In W
stock, in the countv of Oxford and Stat· of
Main··, bounded and described »< follow·. to
wit· commencing at the nouthwest comer "f
land sold to-loel rerbam, Jr.. br llenry H w.
thence a westerly curse forty-eight M I
fourths feet to a stake an 1 stone» to !,
to L, Crockett A Boni
gained and sold
north twenty live degrees we»t on line of -·ιΙ
Crockett Ian·I to land formerly owned by ( i.i«.
Bolre to a stake and atone·; unei 1
Uri
•aid Rolfe line fortv.eight and three fourti
to a stake ami -tones; ihwiw south twenty-Are
r,
degree» cast to trie llrnt mentlone>l bouri\
t dnlng one.fourth of an acre be t h MB
Λ Uo the following ile-crlU· I jar-·.
or leu*.
real c-tJit·· situated In said town of Wi
anil bounded and described a» follows, to wit
f r
Itegtnnlng at the southwest corner of a
merlv owned by It K. Dunham ami A belt Ι· ΚI
on ihe noith line of the rnad leading from III/·
ant'- Pond to North Woodstmk, IhtM
·Ί' <>
24 degrees 45 minutes west nine ro-l*
lluks to a stake; thence south M ileirr·')-.
«·
utes west two ro«l« twenty four link·, t
"■'■<·
sooth-J4 degrees 4.'i minutes eai-t »li r·
*f»t
egr·Hi k-to a -take; thence south »>4
vk''''"'
four rule to a stake, thence aouth
en»t two rods eleven links to it
*
ro id, thence by the line of tin; rasd all
twenty one links to the first bouud, together
with the building* thereon.
HA Κ It Y I). COLK, Deputy >1 r-ff
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PERFECTION
D Heater

a

hard
meth-

,*

COUNTY OF OXFORD, ss.

You can quickly hut end keep
cozy the draughty hall or cold room—
no matter what the weather conditions
are—and il you only knew how much

you

a

.1 new

*

nice flavor, handsome color and tirm. but
with an easy nn«tl d, j η
not hard,
will ilo well to write the Μ ·ιι.«Ίη·»· k
Supply Co., Dept. 70, Hast Jatl'rev Ν Η.,
for particulars.

thê^j

During the roping and lassoing of
the wild herd the maliarajah aud the
prince and princess and their people
eat lu an elevated gallery built around
the Inside of the keddab, out of reach
of the wild elephants.
Tame elephants are also used to

by the old
laborious job; but, b>
corn

od it is very easy and fan nation, ud<I id
Κ
a nice profitable bueiuees to be in.
you wish to make hulled corn that hat a

—

tured.

CORN,

MULLING

(lulling

mnttor mii-li, su Ion·» as she doesn't
r\\—KUei e»Mle Pl-itter

at bim

Haine.

Lewiston,

•
Mo Attempts, Pic tie.
Mother it·» fut'iiv sonla-lawl—I toll
yon tliiit. thou-h my dnu.diter Is well
educated, she « ηtinot cook.
That doesn't
Future Son-lt:-l:iw

though the}' would pull him lu two,
so that finally be bad to go. All the
trapped elephants were finally cap-

sell

towns

Willi t!ic other hirde round
In the r·1 .< an l t met 11 El l!u:ns.

a»

break In the wild ones and train them
to work. In a short time they are willing to pull out tree stumps, to carr*
logs and pile them up and even to take
care of hablee. At work generally a
kec;>er, called a "mahout," sits upon
the elepbaut's neck behind Its ears
and guides It by voice or the touch of

our goods in the
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to siiow
them at any time.
The
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

to

'.;,ι·η· \ν;:·ι il old mull of LI H'.irn.-i
Who l.VfcJ ι·.ι ι. u!.J>;:1 < r.i:.·.'. :·
Wl.kîi I.a rk!:»»d ΓΓ the ground

ΤΑΜ El) KLEPHAKT ΛΤ WOHK.

of the greatest Sani-

W. WALKER & SON

A.

cocoa

That is why it is
the most delicious of
TUK

Strainer

No farmer should l>e withWe have arranged with

cocoa.

cocoae.

and

out one.

is

there

in

one

Dairy

tary inventions of the age.

are

Constantly

elephant* tugged

Is

val-

highest

the

grown and

nothing

Nonsense Rhyme3.

six

than beef.

use

beans

cost

Filter

tree,

contain

Where
Door Opens
but the tame

The

and limbs of a deli-

ι

•

ri

horse and wagon.

And

thon

I'd tako

that horse and

carl,

delaying not a minute.
And sv.ap 'em for α new canoe with nice
soft cushions in it.

then I'd take that new canoe—
wouldn't wait a Jiffy—
And Bwap it for a puppy dog with manners fine and sniffy.

And

And

And

then I'd take that sniffy dog. for
fear that I'd be bitten.
swap it off with some one who preferred it to * kitten.

(ooking-Ranges

And then I'd take that kitty cat and sell
It for a çunrter.
The which I'd swap for one big pail of
fluy soda water.
—John Kendriek Bangs in Housekeeper.

Our New

The Holland Primrose.
There Is a beautiful flower In HolIt
land called the evouiug primrose.
has escaped from cultivation aud now
grows wild in many places. The plunt
is about five feet in height and Is covered with flowers of a brilliant yellow
color. A traveler who came upon a
field of these primroses shortly befoiv
sunset describes what he calls the druIt Is at
matte effect made by them.
that hoar that the flowers open, and as
be app-oached the field they all opened at once, and so suddenly that It

seemed
ed

as

If

a

the land and covered

It

wltb

a Winner !
Range
introduced

last year has won
The new range that we
there is more
is
Hearth
End
old
gone
all hearts. The
into a Hod far below the
room on top—the ashes fall
and the grate to last
fire, making their removal easy
when
emptied is returned full of
The Ash Hod
—

longer.

coal.

"Fortress."
Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle,"

: Single
famous Crawford features are present Asbestos
Flues,
Oven
Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint
booklet free.
Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator,

All the

Ur.ion St., Boston
Mad· by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., 31-35

SOLD BY ALL LEADING

magic wand had touch-

DEALERS

a

golden sheet.

Foley's Honey and Tar clears tbe air
As It 8esms to Him.
passages, stops the irritation in tbe
throat, soothes the Inflamed membranes, The bright sun Is a little boy who runs
our s'.:y
around
and the most obstinate coagh disappears.
Sore and Inflamed lungs are healed and Vo meet his mother every night. I watch
him
by.
strengthened, and theoold is expelled At six hegoing
Jumps out of his crib. I like
from tbe system. Refuse any bat tbe
to see him stand
sale

High

notice that I have
fist-class
thousand
raspberry
They are all dug,
plants for sale.
heeled in and ready for planting this
fall or next spring.

I

six

Ron

]

ALWAYS THE

Mouldings sj.

&

has been the stand-by of
American family.
It will enrich YOUR blood
and assist nature in expelling all impurities from your
body.
BEST.

EXPELS ALL WORMS

down."

layers with buttered bread crumbs. Sea

TRUE S ELIXIR
the

85c.

swL'tened

H**'

Mats, Mirrors

generations,

Raspberry Plants for Sale.

hours.*

tle't Sfe^

and Pictures,

For 57 lone years, three

a

hi

haliqUefled
Keen'the1 bafin
,nÛFiï",

Picture Frames

INSIST
ON THIS

id

There never has been a cake equal t(
the old-fashioned pound cake of ou
mothers and grandmothers. Here is thi ,
old recipe reduced to measure. Follov
these directions and you have a deliciou
cake, easy to make. Cream two-third
cup of butter with two cups of flour
H EXAMETHYLENKTETRAMIN Ε
Beat one cup of wholo eggs with a pincl
a
German
name
of
ia
the
above
The
of salt until very light with an egg beat
valof
the
which
ia
one
er.
Then beat one and one-half cups ο f
many
chemical,
uable ingredients of Foley's Kidney sugar with one scant teaspoon of bakinf ;
Hexamethylenetetramlne ie powder into the eggs. Add the eg|
Remedy.
recognized by medical text books and mixture to the creamed flour and butte
authorities as a uric acid solvent and a little at a time until all is mixed
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley's Flavor to taste, and beat vigorously wit I
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice long, light strokes. Bake in a sballov r
any irregularities, and avoid a serious tin.—Good Housekeeping.
malady. For sale by all druggists.
Plum Pudd ng, Our Way.
An advertisement of a nursing bottle
A novel way to serve a plum puddinj
conprinted in a Canadian newspaper
mixture is to steam it in small individua (
cluded with the following: "When the
When each little mound is dish
molds
unit
must
bo
is
done
drinking
baby
fashion with browne<
screwed and laid in a cool place under a ed, trim porcupine
cut in strips; put a star ο
almonds,
does
not
thrive
on
the
If
baby
tap.
bard sauce—made with maple eugar—01
fresh milk, it should be boiled."
top of each serving, and pass a sauc<
CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES? made of lemonade, adding a flavor o!
juice and rind. Thioken with ι t
When two of them, taste and smell, orange
very little butter, and flour.
having been impaired if not utterly deApricot juice is an extra fine saac< 1
stroyed, by Naaal Catarrh, are fully re- flavoring for delicate desserts, bein; :
stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
specially pleasing on onstard souffle
doubt that this remedy deserves all With
vanilla, a better result is obtatnec I
that has been said of it by the thousands if
half a teaspoon of peach extract ii
who have used it? It is applied directly
added.
to the affected air-passages and begins
its healing work at once. Why not get
In roasting sparerib or loins of frest >
it to-day? All druggists or mailed by pork try sweet cider in the pan in plac<
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York, of the necessary bit of water to star >
on receipt of 50 oents.
with, basting frequently with the cider
It will give it a delicious flavor.
"All the world's a stage."
"Yes, and the majority of us are billed
Place peeled bananas, sliced across
ai 'citizens, villagers, populaoe' and the
between thin layers of buttered browt
like."
bread from which the crusts have beet
trimmed. Place in the oven and leev<
IF YOU ARE OVER FIFTY READ until bread is
toasted, and yon will hav<
THIS.
delicious and nourishing hot sandwiches
Moat people past middle age suffer Very good for invalids.
from
kidney and bladder disorders
Do all who live in places having snon
which Foley's Kidney Remedy would
core.
Stop the drain on the vitality and in winter know this? "When eggi
restore needed strength and vigor. Com· are scarce a tableepoonful of snow will
manoe taking
Kidney Remedy take the place of one egg.1' Try It and

Foley's

Elephant

An

Medical

I

call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Qlass, Putty, Nails, |
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Boot Paints,

IT TO

CUT ADMIN! ST Κ Β

HDUBLr.

Comme, Oxford Democrat,

■

MIND!

In

to tbe toaiM

\

Here is

Wheeler,

W. J.

otlntum
3îïïïïfàï2?aoÎÎKtopk>ê
ueouoitôd· Addreei: JBdllor Αομιμαιι·!1
SoaUi Pull, M·.

;

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $(5, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
other musical merchandise.

s

OPERA
D Β Τ Β Β
Ο a Β Α Τ
Β Α Β Τ Β

Botfi Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

WOUNDED MAX

crumbsire

Lealing Agricultural teal of tHe Worll

a

A. D. PARK.

Anyone tending

1831

GENTLEMAN

Second Hand Stove*.

I have

Nov 309.—Broken Plat· Puzil·.

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

308.—Charade.

New Anesthetic a Boon to SoMler*.

homemakers* column.

Hehind our house, all red and glad, above
my pile of sand.
By nap time he's gone part way round.
peeps ki my room at me.
And wiillc I rwt he plays outside behind
my apple tree.
The little oun walks toward the plnss all
through the afternoon
Because he hears his mother call, "Come.
boy, to crlbby aooni"
ftls mother heaps big clouds of pink for
covers on his bed,
And on α pillow soft and blue she lays
his yellow head.
I used to wonder how the crib could be

in front at night
And yet behind our house the sun oould
wake up at daylight
I've thought It out: Ail through the dark
his mother's kind, strong hand
Just wheels his crib on round the sky,
beak to my pile of send.
—Youth's Onhi—Is·,

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out oiM

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clcnn

up stock.

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOW8 of anj
8lz or Style at reasonable price*.

Also Window <5l Door Frames,
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inelde οι
Oautde work, ten·! In your order·. Pine Lam
ber and Shingle» on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Pine

Chas. F..Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts„

NORWAY,

Ε. W. 4 H ANDLER,

MAINE.

Γ.

W.

West Sumner,

and Job Work

sheathing for Sale.

CHAWDLER,
....

Maine

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CImcm· and bnutiflct th« hair.
l*ruinotc· » luxurUnt growth.
Hevor Fail· to Ε «tor· Or*y
D;.lr to It* Touthful Color.
Cut·· K»'p ditrur· * hur tilling.

I he Maine Kegisiei
CONTAINS

Complete Business Directories
Towns
Of 20 Cities and

438

Full Statistics of All State Interests
Map ot
A new Township ami Railroad
date.
10
Maine Revised
Deed· it
Every OFFICE nod HOME
for bandy reference.

Price,

Postpaid, $2.00.

ORENVILLE M. DONHAM,

PUBLISHER.
Building,
390 Coogrete St., opp. City

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ÎM*

